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Election for treasurer
to be held Sept. 14
Duncan is removed for low grades
By Martin Romjue
news editor

The Student Government Association
will hold a special election for SGA
treasurer Sept. 14.
Maria Duncan, elected treasurer in
April, no longer qualifies to serve in
student government because of low
grades.
"Anyone who serves in student
government has to maintain a 2.0," said
SGA President Kathy Sayko. "Because
of her grades she [Duncan] is
ineligible."
Duncan said she will attend classes at
JMU this semester and work part time
for a Virginia Congressman. She said
she has no plans to return to the SGA
at the present time.
. '
The SGA will form a committee this
week to plan and supervise the
elections. Members from last semester's
elections committee will serve on the
new one, Sayko said.
Candidates must submit a declaration
of intent by Wednesday, Sept. 9 at 5
p.m. and will campaign Sept. 9-14.
"The elections committee will have

to do as much compact publicity as
they can" to encourage students to vote,
Sayko said.
Duties of the SGA treasurer include
drafting the annual SGA budget,
giving bi-monthly reports to the senate,
withdrawing approved money from
student government accounts and
serving on the senate finance
committee." x
Sayko said the SGA won't have any
problems functioning without a
treasurer until the first senate meeting
on Sept. 29.
"There's no real need for a treasurer
yet," Sayko said. "Things will be
running pretty smoothly."
■ —

A special election was held in
September 1985 when treasurer Joe
Tagliarcni resigned because of a heavy
course load. Candidate Michelle Schater
narrowly beat her opponent Scott
Misler.
The SGA also will hold regular
senate elections Sept. 22 in residence
halls and in the commuter student
lounge. Candidates must submit
declarations of intent by Sept. 15.

...

.

High-water hurdle

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKI AN

Junior Mike Hallager leaps over a water sprinkler in front
of the Harrison Annex Wednesday afternoon.

JMU enrollment tops 10,000 for first time
By Amy Porter
assistant news editor

Though it's up only 2 percent, enrollment at JMU
reached that magical 10,000 mark Wednesday
morning.
Total figures won't be complete until registration is
over, but the JMU community can no longer say it
has fewer than 10,000 students enrolled.
A spokeswoman at the Records Office confirmed
that into the third day of registration, 10,020 students
have enrolled in the university.
But according to Fred Hilton, director of university
relations, this number could fluctuate some since
registration is not ovet yet, and some students can

still withdraw.
"It might even go down," he said. "These numbers
can change tremendously at this point." But he said
he didn't think the numbers would change very much.
Those that are registering this week are students
catching up, freshmen that didn't pre-register, transfer
students and special students.
Over the past few years, enrollment has been on the
rise, slowly, gradually, almost imperceptibly.
Last year, there were 9,757 students enrolled here.
This year's number represents a 2 percent jump.
Even though the freshmen acceptance rate went
down one percent to 35, more freshmen are accepting
to come to JMU than ever before, Hilton said.
JMU accepted only 4,136 freshmen out of 11,662

applications for this year.
The freshmen acceptance rate at JMU peaked at 49
percent, up a couple of percentage points from two
years ago. This year, 2,021 freshmen have enrolled.
That number may change slightly once registration is
complete.
Over half — 56% — of the transfer students who
applied were accepted, about the same as the past few
years, Hilton said. Transfer students who have
enrolled so far total 595. Of the 898 transfers that
were accepted, 66 percent enrolled.
All together, the number of new students enrolled
at JMU totals 2,616, Hilton said Tuesday. That
number is about a month old.
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Director of admissions
accepts new position
After 19 years as director of
admissions. Dr. Francis Turner answers
his own phone and practically has
become a department by himself since
he was appointed director of continuing
education.
"I wear about three hats," Turner said,
referring, to the tasks of his new job he
has had since July 1.
As director of continuing education,
he coordinates programs offered by the
university to local schools and works
with special students who are other than
degree-seeking students, such as adults
and senior citizens.
Turner also is administrator for Valley
Consortion, an organzation under the
State Council for Higher Education
which includes schools such as
Bridgewater College, Eastern
Mcnnonitc College, Virginia Military
Institute, Virginia Tech, University of
Virginia and JMU.
Though his job description is
different now than when he worked in

admissions. Turner enjoys his new job.
He said the move isn't to a higher
position.
"I don't know that it's a step up. It's
probably more of a lateral step,"
Turner said. "I have been in admissions
for 19 years, so it's time for a change."
Turner's long-term goals include
bringing high school students to JMU
during the summer so they can receive a
taste of college, housing Boys State and
Girls State here during the summers and
expanding the use of the arboretum, the
tree and plant garden behind the
Convocation Center.
Barbara Pass, who now works in
university advancement, was director of
continuing education. Before, Gary
Smith, student advising, temporarily
filled the position until Turner was
appointed.
Teresa. Gqnzales, director of
counseling.and student affairs, took
Turner's place until the position can be
filled full time.

Valley Day to be held Saturday
Shenandoah Valley artists and
crafstmen will be showing their
handiwork at JMU's eighth annual
Valley Day Saturday.
Valley Day highlights life in the
Shenandoah area, and a large display of
arts and crafts on Godwin field is one of
the major events.
Other activities include an antique car
display, a clogging demonstration and
bluegrass music.
Harrisonburg radio stations WSVA
and Q101-FM will be broadcasting live

from the site.
Valley Day was first held at JMU in
1980, and each year, some 60
exhibitors take part in the show.
Valley Day begins at 2 p.m. and
continues until 7:30, when JMU will
play the University of Rhode Island, the
football season opener for the Dukes.
Anyone wishing to have an exhibit in
the arts and crafts show can contact
Toni Dull at the Warren Campus
Center. There is no fee for exhibitors
and Valley Day is open to the public.
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Being all thev can be

Training camps try cadets
By Martin Romjue
news editor

To some JMU students, a summer job meant the
usual: serving food, sitting by a pool or helping
shoppers.
But for JMU's ROTC students, summer work
involved firing Howitzers, jumping from planes and
commanding troops.
More than 50 cadets went to either training camps or
airborne schools at different bases across the country.
Senior Joe Kiley, who attended advanced training at
Ft. Gordon, Ga., helped command a 300 troop
company.^
"It's not something you can learn out of a book,"
Kiley said. "You're given a situation where you have
to make a decision."
Kiley said he took inventory of company
equipment, inspected troops and enforced discipline. "It
helps you understand what an active unit does."
Senior Rob Bailes assumed the responsibilities of
an active duty second lieutenant at Ft. Knox, Ky.
Bailes was in charge of distributing weapons,
inspecting them for safety and practicing firing
Howitzer cannons.
"It was enlightening — I got to see how the real
Army works," Bailes said. "Guys old enough to be my
Dad were asking me what I should do" in command
situations.
"I met a lot of people who were enlisted — who
were my age — and called me sir and saluted me,"
Bailes said.
Senior Bcrnadette Sedita, who graduated from
Airborne School at Ft. Benning, Ga, trained for 10
days parachuting out of C-130 and C-141 airplanes.
"I'm terrified of heights, and I still don't know if I've
gotten over it," Sedita said.
Sedita and 11 other cadets practiced jumping with
combat gear and steerable parachutes from altitudes up
to 1,250 feet.
"I closed my eyes every time before I jumped," said
Senior Amy Hutchinson. "But the hardest part was
carrying your gear after landing. You feel like a

packhorse."
Hutchinson said the troops are braced inside a
doorway and then "wacked on the back of the leg when
it is time to jump."
"If you're scared, they'll kick you out," Hutchinson
said.
Troops prepare for air jumps by practicing off of a
250-foot tower, she said.
"You get the feel of what it's like to fall and land,"
she said. "It's still a lot different jumping out of a real
plane."
■—-v
JMU's ROTC Batallion sent one cadet to the Army
Ranger School which is the Army's toughest soldier
training program.
David Delmonte, this year's commander of the Duke
ROTC Batallion, spent nine weeks training in the

"It helps you mature faster.
When I graduate, I'm going
to come out much further
ahead than most others."
— Rob Bailes
mountains of Georgia, a Utah desert and a swamp in
Florida's panhandle.
The different terrains provided a realistic war
environment for Delmonte and about 300 other troops
who practiced land, air and sea combat operations. Less
than half of the troops successfully finished the
training.
"It was very taxing, physically and mentally,"
Delmonte said. "It's the toughest leadership school in
the Army."
The rangers ate only one meal per day and slept at
irregular intervals to simulate a real combat situation.
Delmonte lost about 25 pounds because of the
rigorous training.
"The human body takes a lot of punishment,"

Delmonte said. "In real combat you don't get all the
food and sleep you want."
Delmonte also had to lead about 40 other troops in a
mock battle situation. "You have to find a way to
motivate them" when they are hungry and tired, he
said.
Delmonte said the program taught him self-reliance
and teamwork.
"You believe in yourself and never quit," Delmonte
said*. "It's not an individual school — but teamwork
because of what it's designed to do."
All the cadets interviewed said their training helped
them gain confidence and learn greater responsibility.
"All the training is made to build your confidence,"
Hutchinson said.
Bailes said, "It helps you mature faster. When I
graduate, I'm going to come out much further ahead
than most other graduates."
Robert Cook, who trained in helicopter combat
assault missions at Ft. Campbell, Ky., said he got
hands-on career experience.
"I gained" a lot of practical knowledge to use in my
military career," Cook said. "You learn more about
equipment and such things as how many troops a
copier can carry."
Delmonte said his training will help him work with
cadets this year.
"It's given me a lot of knowledge and experience," he
said. "What I was taught there, 1 will teach to people
here."
Delmonte commands about 170 ROTC students at
JMU.
Lt. Col. Charles MaGaw, director of JMU's ROTC
program, said the knowledge cadets receive helps them
in their education and careers.
"Studying a particular degree at JMU is usable by
the Army in a support role in some fashion," MaGaw
said. "Up on campus you learn management, down
here we put it to use."
JMU ROTC offers classes, scholarships, military
training and career guidance to students.
Students who want more information can call Capt.
David Kimmcl at x6264.

SGA concentrates on new volunteer center
By Martin Romjue
news editor

The Student Government Association
hopes to get more students to help local
volunteer groups this semester, its
president said Monday.
Establishing a volunteer center is one
of the main goals of the SGA this
semester, Kathy Sayko said.
"They need people — that's the most
important thing," she said of the new
organization.
The center will be a permanent office
linking JMU student organizations with
outside groups such as the Big Brother
and Big Sister programs.
"The volunteer center will be
two-sided," Sayko said. "Student groups
can come in, and the office will pursue
groups."
The student activities office is now
setting up "working relationships" with

local groups, said James Coleman,
SGA legislative vice president.
"We haven't solicited help from
students yet," Coleman said. "We're
going to take it slow andfWke sure it's
well thought out."
Sayko added, "It will be a longer
procedure because we want it [the
centert] as a permanent fixture."
The center will have a full-time staff
worker who will hold workshops to
teach students where and how they can
help people outside the university."
"There's more to a college
environment than just book learning,"
Sayko said. "It's a fun way to get
involved."
The SGA and the student activities
office will stan advertising the center
and finding student support this fall.
The center has full support from the
JMU administration, Coleman said.
"It's going to depend on how well we

can get students interested," he said.
Another of the SGA's goals for the
semester is to make the Council of
Campus Leaders "have more impact on
campus," Sayko said.
The Council of Campus Leaders
consists of student heads of athletic,
cultural, academic, Greek, political,
religious and service groups. They meet
periodically to share ideas and concerns
about student affairs and issues.
. "We want involvement from a wider
variety of groups," Sayko said. "We
want to give every campus leader a
chance to join."
The leaders would serve as a "think
tank" and "pool" their ideas, she said.
The SGA also will address the
following issues this semester:
• Sayko and Coleman said the
student senate is too "homogenous" and
plan to personally encourage more
students to run for senate positions.

"We need new people — new ideas,"
Sayko said.
• A decison must be made, on a
permanent place to hold graduation.
"Last year it was a clash >pf\wills
between the stadium and quad people,"
Sayko said. "Students should
investigate alternatives rather than argue
about it, or else the battle will go on
forever and ever."
•The SGA wants to make senators
more representative of students,
Coleman said. "The~mood of the
student government is to get people's
input."
Sayko said the SGA needs to "make
people understand what's going on,
rather than having them hear things
through the grapevine."
Efforts will include having senators
make more "complete" reports on
meetings and seek more suggestions
from students, Sayko said.
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j Curtis Byrd, executive producer Cheryl Carson and adviser John Woody review past

Staff photo by CATHY UDELL
shows to help them plan format changes.

'JMU Today' plans to air in D.C. area
By Kurt Larrlck
staff writer
When they say "lights, camera, action" on
Wednesday afternoons in Harrison Hall, the
spotlight is on the 38 students who make up the
JMU Video Network.
But things at the network might be a little
different this year.
. ,
JMU Today still airs live Wednesday afternoons at
3 p m. and on tape at 8 p.m., and it still can be seen
on Warner Cable channel 8. But now the station is
arranging a deal with Media General Cable of
Fairfax that could add 140,000 households to JMU
Today's viewing audience.
The cable deal and a regional Emmy Award are
direct results of faculty adviser John Woody s
efforts. He took over the position last fall.
Woody saw the lack of a professional network
environment and decided to do something about iL
"The students were definitely getting some very
good experience by working at the network," he
said. "But it wasn't organized in a manner that a
network should be."
Woody established a management philosophy
more consistent with modern network practices and
gave students more responsibility.
It paid off. He went to Media General with the
Emmy and some samples of last year's shows.
They were impressed with the "professional
quality" of the tapes, but weren't sure if the northern
Virginia television market would like a Shenandoah
Valley college program.
Woody then did some market research. He found
that about 30 percent of JMU's students are from

Northern Virginia, and many JMU alumni live there.
That was all the convincing Media General needed.
If all goes according to schedule, JMU Today will
air every Tuesday night at 11:30 p.m. in Fairfax.
Some people might not consider a weekly show at
a late hour a major breakthrough, but Woody thinks
it's great
"At least there won't be too much competition at
that hour," he said. "Especially if Johnny has boring
guests on The Tonight Show."
The new audience also will see a new format.
Executive producer Cheryl Carson said JMU
Today will be more news.-oriented, instead of the
magazine-type show it was last year.
The format includes a new, five-minute segment
of "hard news." which will show how issues affect
the campus and the community as well.
Other changes for the new JMU Today are: a
co-anchor format, a new set design and a special
alumni feature.
One reason for the success of last year's program
is that the students aren't forgotten when they leave

the studio.
Woody admits that it's easy for the students to get
too involved with the network, which takes time
away from studying. "We're very concerned that the
students get good grades — and keep them up,' he
said.
"The students put in up to 145 to 170 hours a
semester at the network." he said. "It's easy to get
too involved with the network. It's so much fun,
and you get to see what you do on TV.
"Sometimes we have to tell people to stop
working so much."
Carson loves the work, but admits that it isn't
easy. "The stress and strain... it'll kill you. I've
seen people get fried at this job."
However, hard work has many rewards for the
people willing to put in the hours.
"I'll say it, and a lot of students will say it, but I'd
go to school the rest of my life if it was just the
network and no classes," Carson said.
T

Program operates on low budget, little equipment
"You can look at our equipment like a car.
Normally, you might put 20,000 or 30,000 miles
on it in a year. If our equipment were a car, it would
get 200,000 to 300,000 miles on it in a year,"
explains Chris Kreynus, director of JMU Today.
This comparison shows that JMU Today manages
to function on a shoestring budget, despite awards
(
and successes.
"A lot of places will throw out a tape after using
it only once." said executive producer Cheryl

Carson. "Here, we're forced to tape over things four
and five times because we can'i afford new tapes.
Sometimes you have to dig through a huge pile of
tapes just to find one that is usable."
Despite a tight budget and over used equipment,
students^- get valuable telecommunications
experience.
, •
Faculty adviser John Woody, a 1977 JMKJ
graduate, said confidently: "I got the best training ef
anybody that I know because 1 went to JMU."
,
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First American Bank
Welcomes JMU Students!
* WIN A VCRI * FREE T-SHIRTSI *
First American Bank is having a Back to School Celebration for JMU students. Whether you're a seasoned
vet, or a first-time tosh, our on-campus branch at
the Warren Center will be open extra hours to assist
you with all your banking needs.

And during our Back to School Celebration, First \
American customers will be eligible to enter adrawing
to win a PANASONIC VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER. Well draw for a lucky winner on Monday,
September 7.

Come in and open a Big Gold checking account. Or
any one of our student accounts'-exclusively for JMU
students. On Saturday, September 5, the first 250
students who open an account will receive a tee "I
survived the First Week at JMU" T-Shirt.

Check the schedule below and plan to stop by during
our Back to School Celebration. We want to get to
know you and help you sunive your hrst week at
JMU!

\^°>-

BEST OF LUCK FOR A
GREAT 1987-88 SCHOOL
YEAR!
Special Branch Hours:
Monday, August 31 - Thursday, September 3, 9:00 a.m.5:00p.m.
Friday. September 4, 9:00a.m.-5:30p.m.
Saturday, September5, 10:00 a.m.-2:0Q p.m.
Monday. September 7 (Labor Day), 9:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m.
Warren Campus Center: 433-2741

\sr
•

• GO DUKES! *

tb^MERICAN

FIRST AMERICAN BANK
The Bank for All Americans.
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POLICEFILE

DUIs outrank
other arrests
since August
By Keith Perry
police reporter

Fourteen people have been arrested for
alchohol related incidents since early
August, said Alan MacNutt, director ofcampus police and safety.
Campus police reported the following
incidents:
Driving under the influence
•Student Jeanne F. Moeller, 24, of
Glens Falls, N.Y., was arrested and
charged with DUI about 2 a.m. August
12 on Bluestone Drive, police said.
• Student Judy A. Hodges, 22, of
Vestal, N.Y., was arrested and charged
with DUI about 6:30 a.m. August 23 at
the intersection of Grace and Main
streets, police said.
•Student David M. Keeler, Jr., 20, of
Alexandria, was arrested and charged
with DUI about 2 a.m. August 27 on
Duke Drive West, police said.
• Student Peter R. Cofer, 20, of
Newport News, was arrested and
charged with DUI about 12:45 a.m.
Tuesday at the intersection of South
Main and Grace streets, police said.
3106 S. Main St.

• Student Robert G. Sayre, 21, of
Nanuet, N.Y. was arrested and charged
with DUI about 2:30 a.m. Saturday on
Bluestone Drive, police said.
•Non-student Jose C. Sanchez, 37,
of McGaheysville, was arrested and
charged with DUI about 2 a.m. August
16 at the intersection of Main and Grace
streets, police said.
•Non-student Patrick L. Rhodes, 43,
of Staunton, was arrested and charged
with DUI about 1:45 a.m. August 21 on
Cant re II Avenue, police said.
• Non-student Charles G. Carter, 19,
of Harrisonburg, was arrested and
charged with DUI about 1:15 a.m.
Saturday at the intersection of Main and
Grace streets, police said.
•Non-student James Lee Davis, 21,
of Decatur, Ga., was arrested and
charged with DUI about 3:45 a.m.
Monday on Patterson Street, police
said.
Drunk In public
• A male non-student,
arrested and charged with
public August 21, police said.
• A female non-student,
arrested and charged with
public August 22, police said.

64, was
drunk in
33, was
drunk in

• A 19-year-old male, status
unknown, was arrested and charged
with drunk in public Sunday, police said.
• A juvenile male student was
arrested and charged with drunk in
public Sunday, police said.

Underage possession of alcohol
•A male student, 18, was judicially
charged for underage possession of
alcohol about 12:45 a.m. Tuesday. He
reportedly was seen raising a can of
beer to a room in Eagle Hall by a rope,
police said.
A judicial charge is made when
university policy is violated. It is
reviewecToy university officials. Police
do not release the names of the
students charged judicially.
Larceny
•Two L-shaped couches reportedly
were stolen from a basement storage
room in the Alpha Chi Rho fraternity
house some time between 3 a.m.
August 27 and 10:30 p.m. August 28,
police said. The couches were valued at
$500 each.
■—
• Credit cards and $120 and
reportedly were stolen from a room in
Ashby Hal! some time between 1:15 and
2:45 a.m. Tuesday. Suspects* were
questioned but denied accusations,
police said.
• A key ring and card holder
reportedly were stolen from a couch in
Duke Fine Arts some time between 6:30
and 6:40 p.m. Sunday. No value was
placed on the items, but the card holder
contained credit cards, police said.
•A love seat reportedly was stolen
from the party room of McGraw-Long
Hall between August 26 and August 28,
police said. The seat was valued at
$200.

•A table valued at $25 reportedly was

Come on out to where
the fun times rotLtC
Open Bowling AH Day Weekends
Dairy 9 am. Till 6p.m.
After 9:30 p.m. Weeknights

Win A Free Game With A
Strike On A Red Head Pin
On Weekends "

JOIN THE JMU BOWLING CLUB!
With this coupon you are invited
to bowl 3 games for the price of 2
per person. Offer good for open
play only. Void after 10-30-87.
Each Bowler Must Have A
Coupon For Each
3 Game Set

New JMU Bowling League Now Forming on
Wednesday Nights at 9:30 at Valley Lanes. For
imore information, call 434-8721.

stolen from the TV lounge of Hanson
Hall about 1:15 a.m. Tuesday, police
said.
Vandalism
•A message was spray-painted on a
sidewalk near the Kappa Sigma
fraternity house some time between 6
p.m. August 28 and 11 a.m. August 29,
police said.

Police tow cars
illegally parked
in commuter lot
Illegally parked cars in J-lot were
towed to the Convocation Center
Wednesday afternoon at the request of
the Harrisonburg Fire Department,
according to Alan MacNutt, JMU's
director of campus police and safety.
MacNutt said the city's fire chief is
inspecting all of the parking lots around
JMU to make sure there is access to
campus buildings in case of an
emergency. In the case of J-lot, cars
were parked all over the lot and did not
provide a place for fire engines to get to
Bell or McGraw-Long halls, MacNutt
said.
Students whose cars were towed will
have to pay the towing bill as well as
the ticket for illegal parking.

I
With this Pass any 2 people can play I
I
One Round of Golf for only
One Adult Admission Price.
I
I
Harrisonburg
I
Miniature Golf Course
I
I
South Main Street
Route 11 South I
433-5388
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
•TWO for ONE PASS •

VALLEY LAN E S
One Pass per Visit - Void 10/1/87.

ATTENTION :
COMMUNICATION AND MARKETING MAJORS!
Do you want to graduate with a diploma
and experience?
TransAmerica Telemarketing offers you the
chance to put textbook theory into practice.
Conveniently located within walking distance
of JMU (near Spanky's). We offer flexible
scheduling and better than average starting
pay.
Call Sherry Hampe at 434-2311.

I
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WEBUIIT
A PROUD
NEW
FEELING

Welcome
/-■>

JUPER-: FRESH
FOOD MARKETS —
The freshest way to Save

1

DUKES
** k ■ ■

USOA CHOCE GRAINFEO BONELESS BEEF

USOA INSPECTED

Rib Eye
Steak

Fresh Split
Chicken Breasts

y'

USO« CHOCf OUKFEOaOWlfSS

Meat Dept.

N.Y Strip Steak. 3.99 # Steak Patties . 1.39 *

A^w^you-ce-»whaveil»««aB.i«*KtDno(rn««t AntTrpreMMMiecfcxioimeMslrimquai
Islrimq
■tyoertlOMCy Gn»* A pou*yAI Super Fresh Quaaty
at&B«F.e6i1p.«<i. because
Ce»w»
iseLe«
you deserve oui very besl

Ground Chuck * 1.69 v CenterCutPorkChops . 3 49 *

REGULAR OR LIGHT

Sliced Bacon g 1.79 * Chbken Franks -.69=5*

CHUNK LIGHT-IN OIL OR WATER

Kraft
Mayonnaise

Star-Kist
TUna

449

**p

AtP«)N TOMATO SAUCE

^-~***-«»i*B*«***^^Bi^^j,^^^^^^^B|

6
S^i*./-"-^*^.
- 3*1-90* SVSi 3.69* 3SE3SSiar..9g*
RFOULABOnTMN*1B02 PKG

Prince Spac
2S2**
' ■59*!?'»« 3*1.00* 8fTS3Sm1.59* S&c**, .99*
MO£D PtAS • at «MS •cow.

A&Pteg€
MP*geB*s 3*1.00 -Apple Juice -.-1.00*

RCHTHCK
RCHTHCK

a#^ *#•*-*

99

GROUND IOOROER

^.T%#%

ShaveCream '.-.79* icPera""™""QQDI(

«rf8m„ „

...

__T

-"^enS

^.y^-.'

99* i?«r-t1 Sues* St 69*

Heinz
Ketchup

^

-•'■<'■.■

Deli Counter

Hot Foods

We designed our oe* lot shoppers on me go We
made H super detenus with a templing assortment o<
home maoe owes and **h a Itnanc array oi ap
pesnng hoi and cold lake-outs

Piping hoi from our steam table corn'dogs
r.hicKen nuggets bucket of ch»cken. bafoecue
spare *-os and so much more Iresh and fevorti.4
and ready to serve

Wi-'tfrirrrirrTsTiaiM -

«Et»FR*D

Corned
Beef

Chicken
Wings

„

Swiss Cheese . 2.99*
Country Ham .5.99*
Potato Salad

. .69*

I lUMRiFMlH "COUPON .Ll J

.39 *•
..HI

S*buryStea*Drm

•'-'•»

g99

oeuctous

,ii»

SB^tS.i^cg>
Kaiser
Rolls

Catfish Fillet

.2.99*

iiaoaoM

"«

HMKU

Rasin Croissants

49-;:

1.99-> Pink Shrimp . 4:99*
rm ...MAI*
^eberry Murfins 1.69*
Ham 8 Cheese Sots
.99 :-' Large Shrimp . 5.99*
Apple Re
.. 2.99=:{ I IQWBiFlJlM "COUPON"-^

Meat Franks

II

'-

Bakery

'n -umiuBn,
IABU

Sliced Bacon

I
i
PRICES EFFECTIVE SUN

^e.« ^r '

Backfin
Crabmeat
.

a/,* MM, . •*« . . <.

£'£^? ?"'* ^
«W0e
Z~1T*E "!?*"->
°" *«"
«»" and «.
a oueye
anM
FRESH

Corn Dogs
■rji «HH

Seafood
hWh ,MlooD

I
>

i

AuG 30 THRU SAT SEPT 5 1987 QUANTITV

RIGHTS RESEHWD NOT ~~p™'t

UBLE COUPON SAVINGS

See Store
f
or Details

,

F
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Plenty of Bonus Buy
SUPER
Specials on your Favorite =
Beer and Party Needs!

STOP

FRESH

FOOD MARKETS

"Our Deli will
be glad to
prepare your
favorite party
trays and deserts!"
10" BASKETiASSORTEO $5 49 EACH OR

H 10' POT« ASSORTED

Hanging
Plants

Tropical
Plants

00

9"

Rose Bouquets -3.99* Fruit Bits

n

S3s££££

The fruts and vegetables you buy at SUPER FRESH took and taste as though they had
. your own back yard From asp. green vegetables to sweet, npefru*
at SUPER
ourselves, on mouthwatering freshness

cAuronNiATENDEff*

•

VS 1.7 9 *

Floral Bouquets ~<i.995iS PolanerJams 'Vl.oy^
iv.o.' PKGS |

suGAA SWEEI-JUMBO 12 azE

Fresh
"3^ Broccoli

210
*•"%,/**

CASSCO20LB BAG SI »y OP

_ _

Sun Maid Raisins £ . 9 9 * Ice Cubes

'tS.89*

r

(ffla California |K7lv MSfcV
\IP Cantaloupe HB\
1

/ y

4L
CAUFOWA.4 IB BAD

—

. _.

HlMCWi .JUMBO 7 SCI

.

Valencia Oranges 2.49* Pineapple
CBWiFUWJBFUl

__.

Carrots
Umes

SWEET

.

IS .59^ Kiwi Fruit

f\C\ I

"^^

A fi

.

/"Vf*

I

SP CV

'

£T O •

4,„ I. UUv AHalfa Sprouts

"*" R*™S**S °"

O

» .4yjif Green Onions

^I.WV Bean Sprouts

CBSf

"°fl"N

ffi ■#"*..*

FlOfllOAKtITT

gf± gf± aft

12-OZPKG

,

»

"7 O I

S .09-*" Granny Smith Apples . . /yv

4.1.00V Harmony Snacks *Z.79* Nappa Cabbage. .09* Red Peppers

HEOWPE

-j f\

...l./yv

1.99*

^^ ^\ fit, NUTRITIOUS

**■.#%.*

Plum
KQV Sweet
QQ^ Snow White QQ<5 Fresh
Tomatoes •> W w
Mangoes «. e7 «7
Mushrooms w w
Spinach

I^^K

_t

r!"^"

'■•(:'::

:

■-: Y' 1 Ft*
P^'
^-\ o

-t.,.

iW) '
Beer

Soda & Snacks

REGUAR-1? OZ CANS

1$ Milwaukee's
Best Beer S?*

Regular or Diet
Coca Cola t*

uotso.«i*uouaiucHTani?ctf ms

The Super Fresh freezer has a bagger <«K) better
variety ol frozen food From appefczors to man
meals to desserts and al tands ol ce creams

Tropicana
Orange Juice '™

FtoguUr

12OI

can.

purrtooncnuNCHv-s-oz

j^

BAG

MeWUM ram

Wise Cheez Doodles .99-'* Natural Ught'**
COUPON J.|{

Chiquita Bars

- 69

TV

Our Davy » clmate controlodsp that everyffwxj
is fresh whotesome and daledho tel you so
lice our country fresh m*. cheese (uces and
much more'

ALL FLAVORS

>.

A&P Fruit
Drinks
E
MCF«C«i»l>€ESCrOOr>l?OJ PKG

ML wnjEICS FROZEN

LG Potato Chips "i".79* Moteon Golden iO.49"^ A&P Pizzas
12(
CocaCola 12'^ 2.99"'* BUSCH
BUICH BEER
BEER *

00

REGULAR OR HOMESTYLE

^
»,J>

Dairy Dept.

Frozen Food

Shop Supar Fraeh tor your tamrla bMf. We've
go m. raDul and local brand, you waul....
al in. right prton tool

Everything you need to entertain your lamtfy &
guests Al the Popular brands, always at low
everyday pnces. ptus ptenty o* bonus buy spe
aab too'

Srjf

X .79* Ched-0-Bit Sices 1.29*

rnOZ|NlVNOfNFAHMS<?0 0; PKG

3.99'*" Shoestring Potatoes 3*J.UQ* Imperial Margarine
AUfUMDfB

.

3.99'*" KbndikeBars

f^..-.

X'1.99

jl MUrUFACTURER'SCOUPON

S, ||

*LFLaAJRS-«o/ci*-,

.OV'''
7r>

,^

Light n Lively Yogurt Z,„ . f^l
jlWTOI*FWH COUPON

Kool-Aid
59

Pricas aHeclhw Sun., Aug. 30 thru Sit. Sepl 5,1987. Quantity rights reserved. Not responsible tor typographical errors.

85 Carlton Street. Harrisonburg
OPEN DAILY 8 A.M. TO 10 P.M..OPCN SUNDAY 9 A M TO 9 P.M.

0
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We know that a
cheap calculator can
cost you blood, sweat
and time.
Investing in a
Hewlett-Packard calculator, on the other
hand, can save you
time and again.
HP calculators not
only have better functions. They function
better. Without sticking keys and bad
connections.
Through October
31, you can get the
cream of the calculators at a non-fat price.
We're cutting $10
off the HP-12C. That
buys you more builtin functions than anyone else's financial
calculator.
And we're giving
away a free Advantage
Module, a $49 value,
with every HP-41
Advanced Scientific
calculator you buy.
This 12K-byte plugin, menu-driven ROM
was designed specially for students.
So drop by your
campus bookstore and
compare HP calculators with the rest. By
midterm, you'll see
what a deal this is.

ERfZE
CAQ tir-fl
XJD_44
rfVCC Zt-ty

h

>

ADVANTAGE MODULI
with purchase ol III' il Purchase must be made between
August \\ UWJ.andtMober.fl.
MiK See your local HP-dealer
letails and official redemp
tion iorm Rebate or tree Module Will J>e sent m li • 8 weeks

ORS10OFFANHIIUC
'hp\ HEWLETT
tlM PACKARD

p

^k-«
r
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
Furnished Room For Female - No smoking,
no pets. $150/mo. including utilities. Call
for more information, 434-3640.
Want 4th Roommate To Share - Clean,
quiet University Place apartment. $150
furnished, microwave. Darren, 434-5395.
1 BR - 2 share, 1/2 mile from campus,
furnished. University Court townhouse.
$lOO/each or negotiable. 433-0266.
Refrigerators For Rent - Save big bucks
$$$ $45/year. Call 433-1223 to reserve.

FOR SALE

Ambulance Attendant - E.M.T. required,
full or part-time. Kyger 4 Trobough.
434-1359.
Part Time Gym Monitor to work in a
community activities center 10-20/hrs/wk.
Evening 4 weekend hours. Salary $4.l5/hr.
Application deadline Sept. 9. Interested
person apply, Harrisonburg Parks 4
Recreation Dept., 305 S. Dogwood Dr.,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801. Call 433-2474
for more information.
SERVICES
Buying Gold, Silver, Class Rings - Harrison
Antiques, Liberty St., 434-1074.

Dorm-Size Refrigerator in great shape.
Call Sasha, 433-7599

Research Papers - 15,278 available!
Catalog $2. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll free
(800) 351-0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or
COD.

Texts - MGT-300 by Longnecker &
Pringle, 6th edition, $20. ECON-225 by
Mishkin, $20. Call Dan, 433-6663.

Keyboardist Needed for established rock
band. Call Jerry, 433-1735.

Loft - Holds 2 beds, will deliver,
$75/offer. Ken, 433-1696.

High End Audio System - Complete, tuner,
cassette, turntable, 12" 5-way speakers,
140 wait amplifier & rack, Sansui,
Technics, Pioneer. New cost over $2000,
only $495 or $625 with CD. 289-9568 or
568-6675.
Diamond Engagement Rings -1/4 carat to
1 carat, $150 up. Financing. Jewelry
repairs reasonable. Antique Jewel Box,
Court Square. 433-1833.
Couch, Chair, Coffee Table - Excellent
condition. $150. 433-7845 alter 5 pm.
Sofa & Chair $60 & other sofas. Love seat
$25. Other furniture good prices. Delivery
available. 434-5295 after 5 pm.
Light Yellow Three-Cushion Sofa 434-2715 after 3:30 pm.
%
Early American Sofa 4 Chair in earth tones,
excellent condition, $175 for both. Call
434-4887 after 3 pm.
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today? Call 1-312-742-1142, Ext.
5090.
•

HELP WANTED
Need Image Consultant/Color Analyst Training. CaH Ms. Clark, 363-5882.
Part Time Chauffeurs • Harrisonburg
Limousine, perfect driving record.
433-1833.
4 Yr. Old Girl & 5 Yr. Old Boy want
responsible fun-loving, experienced sitters
for the following times: Labor Day (8-12 4
1-5 shifts); Monday 4 Wednesdays from
3-5; 4 some evening or weekend work. Car
preferred. If available for Labor Day, call
433-9358 between 5:30 4 9:30 pm.
Otherwise, send your name, local address 4
telephone number, class schedule 4
experience summary to Reeves/lhle
household. 1046 Chestnut Dr.,
Harrisonburg, 22801 Good pay.

WANTED

iiw&n.
■■fi»'i:;m;
You Don't Need To Walk Alone! Call
Tri-Beta Plant Sale - Today 4 Friday, 9-4,
CARS, at 433-CARS.
Campus Center Patio.
■:■■:•'--:'■■::

Saturday Night At The Den - The Allstars.
Ladies get in free!
C.A.R.S. Offers A Free Ride Home Friday
4 Saturday nights. 433-CARS.
Lots Of Posters! Town 4 Campus Records,
70 W. Water St., downtown Harrisonburg.
Keyboardist Needed for established rock
band. Call Jerry, 433-1735.
Missed Out Last Year? You have 2 days to
get a JMU/BMW shirt. On the Patio today
4 tomorrow between 10 4 4- Then they .will
be gone again - forever!

If You've Had Too Much To Drink don't
drive! Or if you just don't want to walk
alone, call C.A.R.S. for a free ride home.
Friday 4 Saturday nights from 11 pm to 3
am. 433-CARS.

Cheap Prices On Blank Tapes! Town 4
Campus Records, 70 W. Water St.,
downtown Harrisonburg.
SGA Used Booksale - Thursday 4 Friday,
10-5, PC Ballroom.
If You Have Stuff in 1126 University Court,
come get it or there will be a yardsale!
433-9908.

The Allstars At The Den - Friday 4
Saturday.

Best Prices - T-shirts, sweatshirts, hats,
stadium cups. Customize Anything!
433-3734.

Look To Alpha Kappa Lambda when you
rush. We offer the quality and make the
difference.

Sisters of IK - Welcome back everyone!
Get ready for the best year ever!

PERSONALS
Chuck Taylor Is Back! Friday 4 Saturday,
Mystic Den.

Freshman Registers Are Here! Pick them ,
up today 4 Friday between 1- 4 4 on the
Patio at WCC.

Buy 4 Sell Used Compact Disks! Town 4
Campus Records, 70 W. Water St.,
downtown Harrisonburg.

Jolt Up! Chuck Taylor4 The Allstars Friday 4 Saturday!
Lots Of Posters! Town 4 Campus Records,
70 W. Water St., downtown Harrisonburg.

Leila - Happy 21st birthday. Love Becca.
Freshmen Biology Majors 4 Transfers Reception Friday, 3 pm, Burruss 210.

They're Back! "The Ultimate Universityshirts. 100% cotton, 10-4, on the Patio.
Today 4 Friday only - then they'll be gone,

Freshmen Biology Majors 4 Transfers Reception Friday, 3 pm, Burruss 210-

Interested in being TV Talent? Sign up at
the TPC for JMU Today Talent tryouts on
Sept 14.

The Sisters of Sigma Kappa would like to
welcome all students 4 encourage everyone
to explore the Greek way of life. Have a
great year!

&♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<§►♦♦*

AKA- Join in on the making of an
incredible collegiate fraternity. x4447.

► ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«•*•*
►♦♦«

Buy 4 Sell Used Compact Disks! Town 4
Campus Records, 70 W. Water St.,
downtown Harrisonburg.

CONGRATULATIONS!

Jimmy - Give them all a little pat of butter!
(►♦♦<
SGA Used Booksale - Thursday 4 Friday,
10-5, PC Ballroom.
Make $1000 In 1 Weekl Fraternity, sorority,
student organization needed for campus
marketing project. Must be motivated 4
organized. 433-3734.
Freshmen - We're new here just like you. Be
a part of beginning a tradition. AKA Alpha Kappa Lambda. Call x4447 or Chris
at 433-7589.
Today 4 Tomorrow Only - Freshmen pick up
your Freshman Registers on the Patio at
the Union between 10 4 4.
Cheap Prices On Blank Tapesl Town 4
Campus Records, 70 W. Water St.,
downtown Harrisonburg.
Tri-Beta Plant Sale - Today 4 Friday, 9-4,
Campus Center Patio.
Tri-Beta Plant Sale - Today 4 Friday, 9-4,
Campus Center Patio.

TO
►♦♦4

LASTISSUE'S
AD TRIVIA
WINNERS:
CINDY CHURCHIN
BETH CUSTER
BRETT LUCAS
MICHAEL DAIL
MIKE ORRISON

♦♦♦

♦♦♦
♦♦♦■

♦♦♦•
♦♦♦•
♦♦♦■
♦♦♦
♦♦♦•
♦♦♦
*♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦4
♦♦♦•
€»♦♦■
♦♦♦

♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦ ♦♦

♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦4
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦4
♦♦♦
♦♦♦4
♦♦♦•
♦♦♦
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦*♦♦♦<»♦*♦♦♦♦♦<»♦♦♦»♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
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Attention!!
§. 3, A.

TtoMMW*? P'D'aWon
&vaIBd&l)$

Declaration of Intent
must be filed by each candidate
Sept 4

Pick up form
in the S.G.A. office
(Warren Campus Center)

Sept. 9

Forms must be returned

Sept. 14

Elections

Welcome Back Students

Plymouth Mini Vans

$21.95 Per Day '30.95 Per Day
12* Per Mile
12< Per Mile
SO Free Miles Per Day

SO Free Maes Per Day

IDEALEASE
I P*«fP» « Hf—y l*»l, In.L- _

Rent-a-Car

us Rt 11 North, p o. fio* 838 Rent-a-Car
Harnsonburg, VA 22901

a

I *S OFF

Present tnis coupon to our rental manager to receive
a $5 discos ka t-.e vehcie you rent. Otler is good
thru Seprtemoer 30 1987 Cannot be used with other
coupons offering similar discounts and is not redeemable for cash.
Tnis coupon is applicable only on our standard rates M

*§

(3

D

OC=3

-. •» "■«■—'
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■Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY
cef\R MILO.
IT'S ME. YOUR FRIFNP
OPUS. lAMSAFe
ANP WORKING

pumksp OF ALL
seiF-RespecT, I'M
AFRAIP imr i HAVE
PRIFTEP TO THE
UGLIER SlPe OF UK'S
GRANP STAGE.

Old MacDonald had a farm.

NIGHTLY. I CHEAPEN ANP

emotr MY BOPY BEFORE

OTHERS MORC MISFRABLE
WffN M€... A TAWPRY WALTZ
OF LOST SOULS. LONELY
ARE THE BRAVE
MILO...

MflPAM. I AM
'SHAKING MY
BOOTY."

"O.K. Which one ol you morons Installed this?

THE FAR SIDE —Gary Larson

YOU'RE

Pirate manicures
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Weaving, Spinning, Knitting, Felting,
& Dyeing Instruction
'Weekend Workshops
'Harrisville Wool Yarns
'Handspun Yarns
'Spinning Wheels, Looms, and
Accessories
'Free Catalog

i

Summer^
^u Sale
All Short Sleeve T-Shirts $6.00
Royal Robbins, Chouinard, Marmot, Wilderness Voyagers
^M\Zo Qhnrtc Patagonia, Royal Robbins,
Men• . s &oiLadies
bnons- Terramar
^^

KJ

Mail order or farm visit, 20 miles north ofJMU.
Please call for directions
mill,.
Local & VA
THE RIVER FARM
4^^W^
(703) 896- 9931
«<.1.Box401
4H@£&WJ>
Outside VA
Timberville, VA
^P^^^J
1-800-USA-WOOL
22853
'Ijp' M\~*W\
MC/VISA

Alii'
Men's & Ladies Short Sleeve Shi rtf
on Sale
-Pick up entry form to win a trip to Hawaii
-Register to win a FREE pair ot Vuarnet sunglasses

PROTECT TOUR
VALUABLES.

MVS77C
THEWDEN
LA TEST SOUND

ONLY $"J995

mmm

(wi,h,hisad)

Kryptonite Locks
Available at

Cool Breeze
Cyciery
40 S.Liberty
433-0323

c.

- ke

A. R.

"FOR ALL YOUR BICYCLING NEEDS"
(Across from The Mystic Den)
Offer Expires Sept. 12

s

Catch A Ride Safely
Every Fri. & Sat. 11 p.m. -3 a.m.
(If you've had too much to drink or you don't want to walk alone)

Phone

433 - CARS

Complete Confidentiality
"■*■
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TACO 'BELL
Hot.
Totally!
HARRISONBURG'S new TACO BELL
RESTAURANT is located at
1680 E. Market Street
We're the new
neighbors and
you've made us
feel right at home.
So, we are happy to
welcome you any
time you have
an appetite for
something exciting
and out of the
ordinary. JUST
MADE FOR YOU.
Here's one
neighbor that's
always pleased to
have you drop in at
mealtimes, or any
time. Bring this
coupon and feel
more than
welcome.

WITH THIS COUPON

1680
E. Market
Street
ACROSS FROM
VALLEY MALL

, FREE! ANY TJ
WITH THE PURCHASE OF
ONE OF THE SAME TACO ^^
AT REGULAR MENU PRICE fACO

I
I

WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THE PURCHASE OF
ONE OF THE SAME TACO ^£?
AT REGULAR MENU PRICE fACO

BELL

"BELL

I

AVAILABLE ONLY AT
I6SO E. MARKET STREET

__.T -iwa COUJON
WHTN aoan. UMTTOM
ooeo wraun omnt
omui cASHmivncH
NOT

Expires 10/3/87

v«u» i nanicmn

I
I

AVAILABLE ONLY AT
16SO E. MARKET STREET

Expires 10/3/87

UMI rmmnwi COUFOM
WHUKMnm UMITOMt
courai mtniouii mvarr
NOT oooo wrrw ANY OT>M
OFTO*. CASHMDOIFno
VALUE Bl/WmCBT

i
i
i
I
I

J
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ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1987.
The Air Force has a special program for 1987 BSNs If selected,
you can enfer active duty soon
after graduation—without waiting
for the results of your State Boards.
To qualify, you must have an
overall "B" average. After commissioning, you'll attend a fi-ye-month
internship at a major Air Force
medical facility. It's an excellent
way to prepare for the wide" range
of experiences you'll have serving
your country as an Air Force nurse
officer. For more information, call
Capt Gloria Roseboro
(804) 276-0459
TSgt Jack Thomson

(804) 971-8092

VOLLEYBALL
Organizational Meeting
Blue Ridge Volleyball Club
USVBAMen'^ Teams Forming

JMU Students Welcome
Thursday, Sept. 10 7 PM
Wellness Center
For More Information Call 433-3979

SOFTWARE
-Discount Computer Supplies
-Office Management Systems
-Consultation & Training
■Software & Custom Programming
-Wordprocessing & Mailing Lists

7 Hours:
Monday through Friday 8:30 am - 5:30 pm
Saturday 9 am -1 pm

1427 S. Main 'Street, Harrisonburg

(703) 433-9485

(3 blocks south of J.M.Il.|

o> o>

BICYCLE
CLEARANCE
SALE

€C> CO

students
in the dark
about YOUR
business?
An advertisement in

The Breeze

3 Days Only Thurs.-Sat., Sept. 3-4-5
,
Schwmn Maximizer - ATB 10-Speed
(Mens 19" Frame-1 Only)
Schwinn Mirada ATB 15 Speed
(Mens 18" Frame -1 Blue. 1 Bronze)
TREK 300 12-Speed (1985)
(Mens 24" Frame -1 Black)
Schwinn Prelude 12-Speed
(Triathlon Bike - 25" Frame -1 Only)
Specialized Sirrus 12 Speed
(Triathlon Bike - 58cm -1 Only)

Reg. Price
219 95

TREK 520 18-Speed (1986)
(Touring Bike -21" Frame -1 Only)
TREK 1000 12-Speed (1986)..:.:
(Racing Bike - 54cm -1 Only) —

596 00

289 95
329 95
379 95
494 no

679 00
■•

Fat Chanca Kicker 18-Speed (1986) ..989.00
(Mountain Bike,- 20 1/2" Frame -1 Red)
Sale prices apply only to bikes on hand

OPEN 9-4 SATURDAY COME & SAVE

10 OFF

\LL CYCLE JERSEYS
IN STOCK

Regular Hours 9:00 A.M.-5:30 P.M.

ft i

A

, J Minutes From Campus

No4.ay-A-Way Or Trade In On Sale Bikes

reaches 12,000 students, faculty and
staff. To place your ad, call 568-6596.
1570 South Main Street. Harri*onburg.v,roinia .

434.5151

/
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DUST OFF YOUR
)urivic
VIOLIN AND MAKE BEAUTIFUL MUSIC WITH US
JOIN THE JMU SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA!
ALL STUDENTS, REGARDLESS OF MAJOR, ARE ENCOURAGED TO JOIN
REHEARSALS: 3:00 P.M. TO 4:15 P.M. MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS, AND FRIDAYS
INWAMPLER14
FOR MORE INFORMATION: CONTACT DR. KOLMAN, DIRECTOR OF ORCHESTRAS
INWAMPLER11.AT6654.

Wfc*Mfrf0_
IF YOU NEED TO EARN SOME EXTRA MONEY
COME SEE US!

J

SHONEys
Americas
Dinner Table.
Due to dn increase in business
we have openings in the following:
...And Now You Can Save 20%!
SPECIAL SELECTION OF LABCOATS $8.88

You'll also find hundreds of
other things you might need
to start the semester off
right all at just the right
price... visit us today... we're
in the Medical Arts Center
- [building in the back,
downstairs).

Williamson'sfePHWVCY
434 2372

.

Medical Arts Building, Lower level, harrisonburg. Virginia

• Servers
• Cooks
• Dishwashers
• Food Preparation

We're willing to work around your
class schedule!
We pay well above minimum wage!
Apply in Person
Shoney's Restaurant
Rt. 33 East
Near 181
Harrisonburg
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Drew Jones-Hamilton
-Suzanne KiWinger 0ffering:
-Lisa Donegan
Ballet
Lynn Lough
Tap
-Leslie Cohen
Jazz
-Sharon Steele
Modem
Folk & Social

WELCOMING:

Nancy Jo Parkin

Jim Duncan

Meredith Monk, Claude Kipnis Mime,
JMl! Dinner Theatre Choreographer
CHIT Keuler

1984 Dance Magazine Scholarship,
Atlanta Ballet, Ballet West, Northern
Ballet Theatre, Ntl Ballet of Canada

' 95 North Main St, Harrisonburg
3rd Floor Above Old Fabric Shop
I Classes Begin Sept. 14

1 Class
$32perQuater
2 Classes $58perQuater
Call: 234-8317

Harrisonburgs First:
Poolside Cafe and Bdr
f^mlbm Big "M" Tee Shirt

►Pocket Tee Shirt
;• 100% Cotton
•Sizes L-XL Only
;»Reg. 1498 Sale 10.97

Adjacent to the Sheraton

BO South Main St., Harrisonburg

THE STUDENT ALTERNATIVE
for USED TEXTBOOKS

.

NDERSON BROTHERS
BOOK STORES INC.O
*

conveniently located at 1820 South Main Street
(Rtj 11 South)
434-3600
V
A
Pply for your
Lower prices on new and used textbooks
- v.
• Year round buyback of textbooks
Anderson Brothers Inc.
• No lines
___
credit card. No fee,
• Plenty of parking
no finance charges _
for 60 (sixty) days.
Apply for your Anderson Brothers Inc. credit card.
No fee, no finance charges for 60 (sixty) days.
Bill it to your parents.
Bill it to your parents.
The Student Alternative

$2.00 off any purchase of
$25.00 or more
1820 South Main St.

£Xp l -30-88

The Student Alternative

$2.00 off any purchase of
$25.00 or more
1820 South Main St,

Exp. 1-30-88

,-

V,
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More IS Better
Madison Manor, M ■»«* '<« -*"« OT"""""y
gives you more ...
Full laundry facilities
9 Cable TV
# Beautifully landscaped with
spectacular views
. PO/S air conditioning, ceiling
fans, abundant storage space and

#

More Koom

Spacious 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments with two full
baths in each.
4 Bedroom Townhouses
w/2 1/2 baths in each.

much more.

More Amenities

More Fun

# Fire places in most units
• Swimming Pool
9 Private balconies and patios
• Hot Tub
# Completely furnished and
luxuriously appointed
# Wall to wall carpeting
# Furopean kitchens with
fflSSS* of your friends
#
d[shTasher,disposalvrefngerator
and classmates
and self cleaning range.
. cathedral ceiling with clerestory
windows on all top noorunu,
floor units
v

No One Offers You More !
Co// Madison Manor today
for rental information
and reservations.

434-6166
' i■

A

M

*!^^^^ i i,■.■■■.w.iW'W''■■■■■■■■■

■ -■ ■-,-,•■•■•*■»■■**

\
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Gibbons Dining Hall Is suffering from a shortage of student employees II
»*e M*. Dane
-• .

-a

s_

Weber,

^7*" UWRENCE J*CKS°N
here serving dinner.

Lack of students to fill
shifts disturbs D-Hall
By Pam Wiley
'eatures editor

Gibbons Dining Hall might be long
on lines, but it's short on student
employees this fall.
"It takes about 270 students to fully
staff the dining hall," senior Kevin
Schneider, the general student manager,
said Tuesday.
"On the first day, we were about 60
to 70 people short"
Schneider, one of three student
managers who interview and hire
student employees, said he is still
interviewing to fill the open positions
for servers, dishroom staff and utility

workers.
But, despite the stack of applications
on his desk and the applicants waiting
outside his office, the hiring isn't that
simple. ____
"A lot of people have classes during
prime work times," Schneider
explained. "If you've got a class
anytime between 11:00 (a.m.) and 3:00
(P-m.), you can't work the lunch shift."
Finding students who can work the
7-11 a.m. breakfast shift is also a.
problem, he said, while more people are
able to work the 4-9 p.m. dinner shift

-«W

JU„10,

Susan

McAlsslck work

d|shroom
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Jobs

Business ideas turn into bucks

> (continued from page 20)

"We're interviewing like a mad dog,
but out of 40 applications, maybe 10
people will be able to work when we
need them."
He cited several other reasons for the
lack of student employees, one of
which is the number of former
employees who have moved off campus
and don't wish to keep the 20-mcal
dining contract mandatory for working
in the dining hall.
t

Student dining hall employees work
about 15 hours a week and get every
other weekend off. Base-level jobs pay
$4.50 an hour — wages considerably
higher than most fast food chains pay,
Schneider said.
According to managers at the
McDonalds restaurant on Carlton Street
and JM's Pub & Deli, starting pay at
both restaurants is $3.35.
"In a way, [the job] is a lot easier
than in fast food places," Schneider
said, "because no students are
responsible for any of the cooking. It's
all serving and cleaning."
It's not glamorous work, but several
students who currently work in the
dining hall say it has its perks.
"It's not really hard. Sometimes it
gets busy," said senior Tina Owens,
who started working as a server almost

AFTER

two years ago to earn spending money.
"A big thing [in deciding to get a
dining hall job] was making my own
money instead of my parents giving it
tome."
Spending money was also on
freshman Jak Kclley's mind when he
started working in the dishroom last

"Today in the
kitchen at lunch, it
was just hell."
Kevin Schneider
Thursday. Kelley said he heard about
available positions in the dining hall at
freshman orientation this summer. "I
wanted a job I could schedule around
my classes."
Although classes have started, many
dining hall employees are still able to
pick up extra shifts to make up for the
lack of personnel, but Schneider said
soon academics will begin to take
precedence over overtime.
"Today in the kitchen at lunch, it was
just hell. ... We've got people picking
up extra shifts today, but next week we
might not."

pursue his or her business idea and a
consultation with the publisher of
Venture Magazine and the chief
executive of I Can't Believe It's Yogurfc
Applicants must submit their ideas in
writing by Oct. 31. The business
idea must be a product or service that
can be franchised. Entry forms and
additional information may be obtained
by calling toll free 1-800-54 ICBIY or
writing to ICBIY Entrepreneurship
Competition, 110 E. 59 St., Suite
1200, New York, NY 10022.

Area churches to hold Organfest
The JMU Department of Music will
present "Organfest '87" next Friday and
Saturday at two churches in
Harrisonburg and one in Waynesboro.

Saturday at 10:30 a.m. Ed
Zimmerman will present a recital at the
First Presbyterian Church in
Waynesboro.

Friday the First Presbyterian Church
on Court Square in Downtown
Harrisonburg will host a recital by the
JMU Organ Alumni at 3 p.m. and
another by Michael Farris at 8 p.m.

The Williamsburg Baroque Ensemble,
which re-creates chamber music of the
Baroque and early Classic periods, will
perform at 2 p.m. at Emmanuel
Episcopal Church on South Main
Suect in Harrisonburg at 2 p.m..

Farris won the 1986 Young Artist
Competition of the American Guild of
Organists.

All performances arc free and open to
the public.
.

HOURS
FRIDAY

THURSDAY
Sticks And Stones — Calhoun's. $2 cover
charge.
Iron Horse — The Gandy Dancer, $3 cover charge.
The Shuffle — Mystic Den, cover charge not
available.
Disc Jockey — Belle Meade, no cover charge.
DJ — JM's Pub & Deli. Sigma Kappa and Sigma Pi
sponsor night, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, Ladies' Night, no cover charge for
ladies, $1 for men.
MOVIES
The Golden Child (PG-13) — Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 p.m and 9:30 p.m.
The Big Easy (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.. 7:40 p.m., and 9:40 p.m.
Dirty Dancing (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:30
p.m.
The Lost Boys (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.. 7:40 p.m. and 9:40
p.m.
Summer School (PG) - Valley Mall Roth Theatres
1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.. 7:30 p.m. and 9:25
P.m.

A nationwide chain of frozen yogurt
stores founded by college entrepreneurs
is offering $10,000 to the college
student with the best idea for a new
business venture.
The "I Can't Believe It's Yogurt —
Believes You Can Do It Too" college
entrepreneurship contest is open to
full-time undergraduate students at
accredited universities. The contest is
part of ICBIY's. 10-year anniversary
celebration.
The^ winner, who will be selected in
February, will be awarded $10,000 to

_ .r-

Cant Buy Me Love (PG-13) - Roth Theatres. 7:15
p.m. and 9 p.m.
.
No Way Out (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. ana
9:45 p.m.
,..,.
Stakeout (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m. ana 9.io
p.m.

Remand Comedy Cub - J- Maddies. 10 p.m.,
$2 cover charge.
-. rnvar
Comedy Zone - Scruples. Sheraton Inn. $4 cover

MUSIC
Johnny B. and The Goodes — Calhoun's. $3
cover charge.
Iron Horse — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover charge.
Rick Richardson — The Little Grill, no cover
charge.
Chuck Taylor and the Allstars — Mystic Den,
cover charge not available.
Southwind — Scruples. Sheraton Inn, $3 cover
charge.
The Shuffle — Players, no cover charge tor ladies,
$2 for guys
DJ — J. Maddies, Muscleman Contest, $1 cover
charge.
DJ — Belle Meade, no cover charge.
DJ — JM's , $1 cover charge.
MOVIES
.
_
The Golden Child (PG-13) — Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m:
The Big Easy (R)— Valley Mall Roth Theatres.
1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m, 7:40 p.m., and 9:40
DirtyDancIng (PG-13) - Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3.30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:30
p.m.
Fourth Protocol (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres.
1:30 p.m., 5 p.m.. 7:20 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
The Lost Boys (PG) — Valley Mall RothTheatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:40 p.m. and 9:40
p.m.
La Bamba (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 p.m. and
9:20 p.m.
No Way Out (R) — Roth Theatres. 7:30 p.m. and
9:35 p.m.
Stakeout (R) — Roth Theatres. 7 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.

•

SATURDAY
MUSIC
DT and The Shakes — J. Maddies, 9 p.m., $1
cover charge.
The Ryalls Brothers — Calhoun's, $3 cover
charge.
Iron Horse — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover charge.
Rick Richardson — Little Grill, no cover charge.
Chuck Taylor and the All Stars — Mystic Den,
cover charge not available.
Southwind — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $3 cover
charge.
DJ — Belle Meade, no cover charge.
DJ and Dance Contest — JM's, $1 cover charge.
DJ and Dance Contest — Players, $1 cover
charge.

MOVIES
The Golden Child (PG-13) — Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
The Big Easy (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 1:3Q
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:40 p.m., and 9:40 p.m.

T

Dirty Dancing (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres.
1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:30
p.m.'
Fourth Protocol (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 5 p.m., 7:20 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
The Lost Boys (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m.. 7:40 p.m. and 9:40
p.m.
La Bamba (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m., 7:15
p.m.
and 9:20 p.m.
No Way Out (R) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m., 7:30 p.m.
and 9:45 p.m.
Stakeout (R) — Roth Theatres. 2 p.m., 7 p.m. and
9:15 p.m.
*»—

charge.
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WE ARE ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
(temporarily, that is)

ANDERSON BROTHERQ
BOOK STORES INC.O
has set up a temporary outlet at
JM's Pub and Deli on September 1,2,3, and 4
from noon until 5 p.m.
SELL AND BUY YOUR TEXTBOOKS
AT EITHER LOCATION.
LIMITED TITLES AT JM's LOCATION.
FULL SELECTION AT
OUR MAIN STORE.
1820 South Main Street
CALL

434-3600
for more information

f
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COUPON

50*

COUPON

Every Weekend
is Parents'
Weekend

\

OFF ANY FOOT-LONG SUB
.■■■■■

Fri. - Sat. - Sun.

•■■■

Sheraton offers luxury rooms at a very affordable
price. Enjoy our outdoor heated pool, atrium
pool, Jacuzzi and saunas. Dine with your parents
in one of our two award-winning restaurants, and
experience Scruples. Have you tried Choices,
Harrisonburg's first patio cafe and bar, located
poolside.

Sheralon
Harrisonburg
Inn

Not valid
with other
coupon offers

♦SUBUJffW*

$15 off

OFFER;
EXPIRES
9-10-87

y anyregular
room rate

Sandwiches & Salads

Limit one coupon per room, (double
occupancy $15.00 off - single occupancy $10.00 off). Not valid with any
other form of discount. Coupon expires October 3,1967 Good weekends only: Fri.. Sat,and Sun. Reservations required with one night's deposit or major credit card - subject to
availability. Not available to groups.

PHONE AHEAD:

Must be presented upon check in

Market Square East

Sheraton
Harrisonburg Inn

I
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JMU
Football
Preview
Staff photo by CATHY UDELL

Dukes' outlook seems bright
By ROB WASHBURN

Editor

1

Gone arc the days of Warren
Marshall. No longer do a trio of
Division II teams dot the schedule to
provide seemingly easy victories.
Missing arc 12 starters from a team that
posted ju$ta.5-5-l mark a year ago.
But things are not as bleak as they
appear for JMU head football coach Joe
Pur/ycki and the TJukes. With the
change in personnel offensively has
come a change in strategy. Defensively,
a core of returning linebackers is as
good as any group in Division I-AA.
On.offense, JMU will no longer look
to the fullback spot for 30 percent of its
yardage. This season, the success of the
Dukes' winged-T attack rests squarely
on the shoulders of versatile quarterback
Eric Green.
Last year the 6-foot-1, 180-poundcr
passed for 1,083 yards and a
school-record 16 touchdowns. Only four

of his 125 attempts were intercepted,
making him the top-rated passer among
27 ECAC Div. I-AA teams. In a
normal year those numbers would have
gained Green plenty of notoriety, but
his efforts were overshadowed by
Marshall's rewriting of the record
books.
"Green is developing into everything
that wc wanted him to be," Pur/.ycki
said. "He's the guy that's going to run
the show and I hope he's going to step
out of the shadow of Warren Marshall. I
would think this year that Green is the
guy that's going to be in the spotlight
and I would think he's the guy other
defenses arc going to think they have to
slop."
Purzycki is hoping his quarterback
will remind people of another effective
player in I-AA last season, Georgia
Southern's Tracy Ham. In fact, much
like the Eagles offense was called the
"Hambone", the Dukes may soon have
the "Green Machine."
"My hope is that Green can do for us

what Tracy Ham did for Georgia
Southern," Purzycki said. "By that I
mean, to be a legitimate run-pass
threat.'
Backing up Green will be
sophomores Greg Lancaster and Roger
Waters. Purzycki said Lancaster has
been "exceptional" during the
pre-season and Waters gives the Dukes
the most quality depth they've ever had.
Joining Green in the JMU backficld
will be sophomore fullback Greg
Medley and senior halfbacks Rodney
Stockctt and Tony Graddy.
Medley ran for 125 yards on 31
carries last season as a backup to
Marshall, but he finds himself having
to replace 4,168 yards and Virginia's
all-time collegiate rushing leader.
Purzycki is looking for big things from
the 5-foot-10, 207-pounder, but he
knows that life will be different without
Marshall.
"I don't like to put any pressure on
Greg," Purzycki said. "He's the one guy
on the team who keeps hearing he's

replacing the most prolific football
player who's ever played at James
Madison. Greg is now put in a position
where he's expected to pick up where
Warren left off, but I don't think that's
fair to do to him. He plays within his
own limits. He's got the best work
ethic on the team and he's got deceptive
speed."
Stockctt is the lone returning starter
at running back and is JMU's
all-purpose player. He was third in
rushing last season with 224 yards,
third in receiving with 15 catches and
led the team in kickoff return yardage
and average. Graddy was the team's third
halfback last season and also ran for
224 yards.
"Stockctl's a great receiver and Oraddy
has breakaway speed," Purzycki said.
"We need Tony to generate as much
offense as Kelvin Griffin and that's
putting a lot on his shoulders. Rodney's
a finesse guy that will get us yards
See PREVIEW page 26 >■
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JMU

F o o t b all

P re u i e'10

Young secondary prepares to be tested
(By SONNY DEARTH
Sports editor
l_Sfi

)

Since the JMU football team lost
three starters from its defensive
backfield last season, opposing
quarterbacks probably are licking their
chops waiting to play the Dukes.
Granted, the new JMU secondary has
its question marks. But neither will it
|-make every.signal-caller look as good
as the Miami Dolphins' Dan Marino.
Senior strong safety Chris Jacobs, the
only returnee from a secondary that lost
Marcus Adkins, Marshall Barnes and
Arnold Grevious to graduation, expects
the opposition to come out throwing
against him and his young teammates.
"A lot of teams are saying that since
we lost three starters, they'll be trying
to pass more," Jacobs said. "Some
people might change their game plan a
little more."
Jacobs has emerged as the leader of an
unproven, but talented group. Redshirt
freshman John Gutter should start at
one cornerback spot, while senior
Lamont Breedlove will man the other
cornerback position.
Another redshirt freshman, Eupton
Jackson, proably will start at free
safety.
"Since I have the most experience, I
guess I'm the leader," Jacobs said, "but
experience isn't lacking too much.
We're just as aggressive as last year and
just as fast, if not faster."
Breedlove, who played often last
season in reserve duty, eagerly awaits
his chance to start.

File photo

Cnns Jacobs (44) dives at a Northeastern player.
"I came here at a great time for the
secondary," Breedlove said. "At first, I
came here as a quarterback, so I've had
to make the transition.
"I feel good. I've got a little bit of
experience."

Both Gutter and Jackson said that
being redshirtcd during their first season
has quickened their development.
"We got to sit on the sidelines and I
thought we learned a lot," Gutter said.
"We'll get a lot of action back there.

We're getting there (improving) every
day with practice."
Jackson described his year in waiting.
"It helped me get the feel of what I'm
See SECONDARY page 29 >

Experienced linebackers stabilize Dukes' defense

c

By DEAN HYBL
Staff writer

]

Led by three incumbent starters, this year's
linebacking corps returns as the most experienced
unit on the JMU football team.
Senior Albert Williams and juniors Shawn
Woodson and Dan Kobosko all started for last year's
defense, which allowed 283.9 yards per game, the
11th best figure in NCAA Division I-AA.
They will be joined this season by senior Marty
Fitzgerald, who will switch from a key reserve to a
starting inside linebacker.
In the last two seasons, JMU had one veteran
linebacker who overshadowed his teammates' play.
Former JMU star and current San Francisco 49er
Charles Haley received Ail-American recognition in
1985 before Dean McCuUough received much
notoriety for his performance in 1986.
However, this season will be different Kobosko,
Woodson and Williams all received preseason

recognition and have the potential to be
All-Americans.
Because of this balanced strength, no added pressure
will be on any one player to carry the unit.
Woodson, an outside linebacker, said the total of
the group exceeds the sum of its parts.
"We look to each other for leadership," Woodson
said. "We have no one superstar. We have to work as
a unit."
Dukes' inside linebacker coach Hank Hughes said
the experience of this year's unit should contribute
heavily to its success.
"Experience for linebackers is critical," Hughes
said. "Often you have only a split second to digest
and react to what the offense is doing.
"It's especially important for the inside linebackers
as they must recognize the offense and make the
adjustments."
Inside linebacker Kobosko, who has started since
the middle of his freshman year, agreed that
experience is an added advantage.
"My first two years were a lot of learning,"
Kobosko said. "Now that I know what to expect, I

am able to react much quicker.
"I learned a lot playing with Haley and
McCuUough. They really helped me adjust a lot
quicker."
Williams said the better the linebackers can do their
job, the easier the job becomes for the Dukes' young
secondary.
"As outside linebackers, Shawn and I arc
responsible for containing outside and pressuring the
quarterback," Williams said. "The more pressure wc
put on the quarterback, the less pressure [there will
be] on the secondary."
Woodson added, "Our experience should make us
the backbone of the defense, especially early in the
season while the newer players get settled in."
Fitzgerald, now in his second season with the
Dukes after transferring from North Carolina State
University, is looking forward to his role as a
full-time starter.
"More people arc watching you. Being a starter has
made me try even harder," Fitzgerald said. "We
See LINEBACKERS page 29 ►
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you look at the inside linebackers.
Junior Dan Kobosko is back for his
third year as a starter and will team with
senior Marty Fitzgerald, the Dukes' top
reserve at linebacker last season.
Providing depth at linebacker will be
Sonny Smith, Darryl Thompson, Bob
Christian and Tracy Harrod.
The defensive line is a concern for
Purzycki heading into Saturday night.
The only returning starter is 6-foot-6,
275-pound defensive tackle Jim
Eckcnrode. Moving into the other
tackle position will be sophomore
Steve Bates and the noseguard spot will
be occupied by either converted senior
linebacker Kenny Mitchell or
sophomore Paul Fornadel.
"Steve has developed at a faster pace
than any of the younger guys we have,"
Purzycki said. "He's got a chance to
become as big of a big-play person as a
Shawn Woodson.
"We felt that Kenny Mitchell being a
senior really should get an opportunity
to get on the field," Purzycki said.
"He's a dedicated player, but it's just
been tough finding a spot for him. Now
we can run with Mitchell and plug
things up with Fornadel."

(Continued from page 24)

receiving, rushing and on returns. He's
a big-play type person."
The backup at fullback will be
red-shirt freshman Willie Lanicr and
filling in at the halfback spots will be
senior Julius Sherman and red-shirt
freshman Leon Taylor.

*

•

The offensive line was supposed to be
a strong point for the Dukes in 1987,
but the loss of center Tom Halikman
(academic reasons) and guard Ron
Milliard (personal reasons) has left some
question marks.

>

.

Anchoring the line will be senior
captain Carlo Bianchini at guard and
two-year starter Roy Delph at tackle.
Both men will be counted on heavily to
provide leadership and stability until
their mates become seasoned.
"We've got to build around the two
people with experience, Delph and •
Bianchini," Purzycki said. "We think
that those two guys are as good at their
positions as anybody in I-AA. They're
just two fine football players."
The newcomers to the starting lineup
are junior tackle Jay Johnson,
• sophomore guard Richie Bresee and
sophomore center Rob Howard.
Johnson was red-shirted last season after
transferring from Hudson Valley
Community College, while Bresee and
Howard saw playing time last season
at different positions.
"We've got two guys with unlimited
potential in Richie Bresee and Rob
Howard," Purzycki said. "They're both
young, and Bresee is moving from
tackle to guard and Howard's moving
from guard to center. The ability's
there, but how well they come together
is the question."
Other people who could see some
early playing time on the line are
freshmen Eric Baylor, Chris
Schellhammer and Brian Rees and
sophomores Todd Mikolajczyk and
Lance Doty.
Tight end will be no problem for
JMU with All-America candidate Neal
Wilkinson returning. The 6-foot-5,
226-pound senior tied a school record
last season with six touchdown catches
and averaged nearly 23 yards a catch.
"Neal is an exceptional player,"
Purzycki said. "He's the kind of guy
you don't easily replace if you lose
him. We have to" try and get him the
ball as much as we can."
Junior college transfer Kelvin Dale
was supposed to step in as the starting
split end, but he's been hindered by a
hamstring injury and will see limited
action in Saturday's home opener with

Three starters have departed from the
secondary, but Purzycki believes he has
able replacements. At the corners,
senior Lamont Breedlove will team
with red-shirt freshman John Gutter,
and at the safety spots, returning starter
Chris Jacobs will be joined by red-shirt
freshman Eupton Jackson.
Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON

JMU quarterback Eric Green hands off to running back Tony
Graddy (34). Green, who passed for a JMU-record 16 touchdowns last season, will be expected to lead the JMU attack.
Rhode Island. The starting nod now
goes to 6-foot-2, 200-pound senior
Tony Miller. He split time last season
with Leon Watts and is described as
having big-play potential by Purzycki.

71 tackles and had three quarterback
sacks a year ago and Woodsonhad 106
stops and five quarterback sacks.
"We have two of, the best guys to play
as a tandem at outside linebacker here in

"Neal [Wilkinson] is an exceptional player.
He's the kind of guy you don't easily
replace if you lose him. We have to try
and get him the ball as much as we can. *
— Joe Purzycki
Red shin freshman Keith Thornton
will also see plenty of time at split end.
On defense, all talk begins with the
lincbacking core. On the outside arc
6-foot-5, 225-pound senior Albert
Williams and 6-foot-3, 207-pound
Shawn Woodson. Williams look part in

Williams and Woodson," Purzycki said.
"That's a heck of a combination. Its
hard to put anybody in (Charles)
Haley's class, but here's two guys on
our level that can dominate a game
from the outside."
Things don't get much weaker when

"The secondary is an area everybody
seems concerned about except myself,"
Purzycki said. "First of all, Chris
Jacobs is back for his third year as a
starter and he's a more than capable
performer. But the guy that's made the
secondary is Lamont Breedlove. He's
just been an outstanding performer and
leader during preseason drills and he's
played as well as (Arnold) Grevious and
(Marcus) Adkins did."
John Druiett, who averaged 40.6
yards a kick and was an honorable
mention All-America last season,
returns to handle the punting chores.
The kicking game will be divided with
Tim Garritty handling the placements :
and David Murphy kicking off.
For the first time, the Dukes schedule
is comprised of all Division I-AA
teams. Four of JMU's opponents
(Georgia Southern, Appalachian State,
William and Mary and Massachusetts)
have been ranked in pre-season Top 20
polls and Purzycki knows there will be
no easy weeks.
"We welcome the challenge of the
tough,schedule," Purzycki said. "We
just have to remain consistent
throughout the schedule."
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Vitty Bianchini battles in trenches
[By SONNY DEARTH
Sports editor
l_Sj>

J

Carlo Bianchini plays football the
I way John Madden likes it — no frills,
[ no flair, just plain grit.
Just imagine how Madden would
I describe a JMU play on "CBS
Chalkboard: "Look at this guard,
number 67 right here," Madden would
say. "He just pulls around the side here
and takes- on that linebacker. Look at
that hit. BOOM!"
Bianchini, the captain of this year's
Dukes, doesn't say very much. He
doesn't have to.
"I'm not a great speaker or anything,"
said Bianchini, a 6-foot-1, 243-pound
senior from Adelphi, Md. "I'm a quiet
leader. I'm more of a work-ethic kind of
guy."
Bianchini's usually unsung heroics
played a major role in the Dukes'
offensive success last year. JMU scored
299 points, an average of 27.2 per
game, and racked up 2,771 rushing
yards, an average of 251.9 per game.
Bianchini often sets a great example
by knocking defenders out of the way
— or even flat on their backs. But the
fans usually give the running back the
credit, forgetting that a Mack truck
could have driven through the hole.
"It's that kind of position where
there's no glory about it," Bianchini
said. "If a running back scores a
touchdown, he knows he did his job.
[As a guard,] you only get credit
Sunday night during films."
However, Bianchini's exploits haven't
gone unnoticed by NCAA Division
I-AA football experts around the nation.
During his second year as a starter,
Bianchini earned honorable mention
All-America status last season. He also
was named to the preseason
All-America checklists of both The
Football News and The Sporting News.
"It's an honor, but right now the
most important thing is the team and
getting ready for Rhode Island," he said.
"You work all year and there are only
11 games.
"During game week, every day you
get one more step ready. Saturday
night, when the place is packed, you're
ready to go."
Even though the general public often
fails to realize the importance of the
war in the trenches, Bianchini didn't
belittle the importance of a position
where he labors away from the
limelight.
"The line has to be one of the most

.H

Staff photo by CATHY UDELL
JMU team captain Carlo Bianchini blasts a tackling dummy during a recent practice.
important positions on the f.eam," he
said. "Running backs, they're good and
all, but without a line they wouldn't get
too many yards.
"It's more physically demanding than
any other position on the field," he
added. "I don't think many 18-year-olds
could come out here."
According to JMU offensive line
coach Jeff Cannon, Bianchini has

^ ^^

Carlo Bianchini

%

helped keep a relatively inexperienced
group together.

God-given. I could use a little more
quickness," he said with a smile.

"He's our best lineman. He was a
leader whether he was captain or not,"
Cannon said. "He's a quiet guy, but he
leads by example.
"He's come into camp in the best
shape he's ever been in. You've got to
build your line around somebody, and
he's the guy this year."
Bianchini expressed little doubt over
the key to becoming an excellent
lineman.
"Working hard," he said. "That's the
biggest thing — that and experience.
This is a sport where you just can't
give less than 100 percent and be
successful."
A major debate concerning linemen
involves whether power or quickness is
more important.

Bianchini described the main
difference between run and pass
blocking.

"An offensive guard has to be a little
bit of both," he said. "You have to pull
so much, you have to have a little
quickness. But I think I'm more power,
though.
"Power is something you can gain in
the weight room, but speed is just

"In this fWingcd-T] offense, I'm a
guard, so I'm usually pulling and
attacking something [on the running
plays]," he said. "The pass blocking
isn't as aggressive."
After experiencing 5-6* and 5-5-1
seasons as a starter, Bianchini wants the
Dukes to get over the .500 hump.
"I'd just like to have a winning
season," he said. "Everybody's been
through the ups and downs.
"The key is just playing it one game
at a lime. The schedule's going to gel
even harder.
"It's a long season. You' can't
overlook anybody, especially this year."
After Bianchini drives,-claws and
tumbles his way through his final
season, perhaps a nomination for the
college "All-Madden Team" would be in
order.
If only he played on natural grass —
and got a little dirty.
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New faces
JMU youngsters receive opportunity to break in gradually
[By MARK CHARNOCK
I Staff
Sti
writer

•

.

I

JMU head foolball coach Joe
Purzycki doesn't like to put too much
pressure on the new kids on the block.
But come Saturday, Purzycki will
have some new faces on both sides of
the ball. But, he warns, a new face
doesn't 'necessarily mean an
inexperienced one.
Most of JMU's number two men on
the depth chart are freshman. But
Purzycki says, they are redshirts, so
they have a "pretty good idea of what's
going on."
The one new player Purzycki had
hoped to get into the starting lineup
Saturday was junior college transfer
Kelvin Dale.
Dale, a burner at the wideout
position, showed Purzycki "everything
he had hoped he would look like."
"He had showed fis speed from the
wide receiver position, big-play
potential from the wide out position,"
Purzycki said. "Really, the only thing
he was lacking was blocking ability."
Purzycki will have to use Tony
Miller and Keith Thornton at the wide
out Saturday, though, because Dale
pulled a hamstring muscle about a week
ago in practice, Purzycki said.
Dale might be a new lace, but
Purzycki says there could be some new
starters who will make people lake
notice. Among those is defensive tackle
Steve Bates.
Bates is a sophomore, and was
overshadowed by a veteran defensive
line last year, but Purzyki is expecting
big things from him this year.
"He's just shown great mobility and
great leadership ability," Purzycki said.
"He's the guy I think who will surprise
some people in terms of new faces."
Most of the other new folks come on
down the depth chart, but they could see
some action after absorbing the system
some more.
"We try not to put pressure on new
people that come in," Purzycki said. "
and^ask-lbem to line up in our first
game and have a great impact.
"If that happens, chances are the
people in your program haven't
developed to where they should."
But down the road, Purzycki said
there are three new players whose
names come to mind.
D.R. Carlson, a 6-foot-4, 258 pound
freshman transfer from the Naval

"Those guys have made enough progress
where we feel that somewhere down the
road this season,..., they could make a
contribution."
_ Joe Purzycki
Academy prep school "is gonna be a
factor before the year's out," Purzycki
said.
The other two are freshmen Faris
Fahed and Jermel Harris. At 6-foot-2,
279 pounds, Fahed is the biggest
freshman Purzycki has, and Harris is a
6-foot-2, 230-pound nose guard from
south Jersey.
"They're two outstanding young
talents with great ability.lPurzycki

\

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

5
12
19
26
10
17
24
31
7
14
21

Also mentioned was 5-foot-10, 185
pound halfback Mike Ragin. He is from
Pittsburgh, and "shows exceptional
promise," Purzycki said.

Purzycki said all of the new people
are absorbing the system well.
"Those guys have made enough
progress where we feel that somewhere
down the road this season, we can go
ahead
and put them in the game and
said.
they
could
make a contribution."
Purzycki also mentioned Tracy
Purzycki hopes they won't have to
Harrod, a 6-foot-3 inch, 206-pound
freshman from Lafayette high school in make that contribution until later in the
Williamsburg.
season, and stressed they will not rush
Lafayette produced New York Giants anyone.
linebacker Lawrence Taylor and several
"We firmly believe the freshman need
other pros, and Purzycki said, "(Harrod) a little bit of lime...," he said. "We will
had a great rep coming out of try to, at all costs, avoid having to
Lafayette." He is currently running with throw them in there too soon. Better a
the second team at outside linebacker.
little bit too late, then too soon."

JMU FOOTBALL 1987

RHODE ISLAND
at Appalachian St.
MOREHEAD ST.
at Massachusetts
RICHMOND
at Virginia Military
at William and Mary
TOWSON STATE
at Georgia Southern
NORTHEASTERN
at East Tennessee St.

7:30
1:30
7:30
1:30
1:30
2:00
1:00
1:30
1:00
1:30
7:30

P.M
p.m
p.m
p.m
p.m
p.m
p.m
p.m
p.m
p.m
p.m

r-r
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► (Continued tram page 25]

going to do," he said. "I know I'm a
rookie.
"I know they're coming out to get
me. I'll just have to rise to the
challenge."
JMU secondary coach Jim Pletcher
seemed cautiously optimistic about his
troops.
"Those guys have waited and now
they have to do it," he said. "Through
our preseason, we've done a good job,
but we won't know until Saturday night
when the first ball goes up in the air.
"They've got a great work ethic about
them, but naturally there's no substitute'
for experience," Pletcher added. "Well
just have to make our own experience.
"You look at Gutter and Jackson —
they prepared all last year to play. In
their preparations, they watched the
finest secondary I've ever coached.
"They've got big shoes to fill, but
they have the confidence to be defensive
backs."
Last season, the Dukes' veteran
secondary accounted for 15 interceptions
in 11 games. Pletcher wants that
number increased.
"We've been playing good, solid pass
defense," he said. "The only thing we've,
got to improve is we've got to get the

ball back to the offense more.
"I'd like to get [the total
interceptions] up in the high 20's."
According to Jacobs, aggression leads
to more big plays and turnovers.

"We're just reading the quarterback a
lot more than we did last year."
In particular, Pletcher said Saturday's
7:30 p.m. home opener against Rhode
Island should give his players quite a
test. The secondary's mission: don't
allow the big play.
"They're going to throw between 40
and 60 passes per game," Pletcher said.
"They're going to complete some
passes, but we can't allow the 25-plus
yardage passes."
Though no one can expect miracles
from this secondary, especially early in
the season, Jacobs knows what it lakes
to get the job done.
"We were pretty effective last year,"
he said. "We're just trying to get better
and continue the tradition.
"We're looking forward to the
challenge."

(First place votes in parentheses, total points on
basis of 20 for first, 19 for second and so on):

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
T13.
T13.
15,
T16.
T16.
. 18.
19.
20.

ID

PROFILE
the Dukes' young secondary quite a test.
But JMU has one less thing to worry
about — they won't have to face senior
Greg Farland, last year's starting Ram
quarterback.
Despite passing for 2,058 yards last
season, Farland decided not to play
football in his final year. Sophomore
Paul Ghilani, the second-stringer last
year, should start against the Dukes.

"We're a very aggressive defensive
backfield," Jacobs said. "We've been
working on breaking on the ball
[earlier].

NCAA Division i-AA
Preseason Poll

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Preuie

GEORGIA SOUTHERN (3)
Arkansas State (1)
Eastern Kentucky
Holy Cross
/
North Texas State
Nevada-Reno
Northern Iowa
Delaware
MASSACHUSETTS
Delaware State
i
Jackson State
Murray State
Furman
Sam Houston State
Southern Illinois
Northeast Louisiana
WILLIAM AND MARY
North Carolina A&T
New Hampshire
.Idaho

(JMU opponents in all caps)

78
77
70
65
64
59
57
54
42
40
37
29
28
28
20
18
18
16
9
7

Rhode Island
Rams
Location: Kingston, R.I.
Enrollment: 11,500
Conference: Yankee ■
1986 record: 1-10
1987 record: 0-0
Head coach: Bob Griffin
Griffin's record: 80-81-1
(15 yrs.), 59-61-1 at Rhode
Island (11 yrs.)
Last week: did not play
Series record: first
meeting
Offense: Pro-I
Defense: Multiple 50
Fans who love the- passing game
should have quite a treat when Rhode
Island faces JMU in both teams' season
opener at 7:30 p.m. Saturday at JMU
Stadium.
The Rams enjoyed banner seasons in
both 1984 and 1985, placing among the
top eight NCAA Division I-AA teams
both years. But their program slid into
a tailspin last season with a 1-10 mark.
Rhode Island threw well over 500
passes last season and figures to give

Two-time All-America tight end
Brian Forster remains as the Rams'
main weapon. Forster, an All American
as a freshman and sophomore, sat out
last season because of academic'
difficulty. He holds 10 NCAA receiving
records after two seasons with the
Rams..
Rhode Island often had trouble
moving the ball on the ground last
season, but running backs Chris Poirier
(354 rushing yards last season) and Ken
Kurtz hope to change that.
Defensively, linebacker Jim Happe
returns after participating in a
team-high 87 tackles last season.
JMU, coming of a 5-5-1 season, also
will look to increase its passing attack
behind senior quarterback Eric Green.
Green threw for a school-record 16
touchdowns despite missing much
action with injuries.
Tight end Neal Wilkinson, an
All-America candidate, heads the Dukes'
receiving corps. Junior Kelvin Dale, a
transfer student from Montgomery
College in Maryland, probably will
start despite a hamstring pull. Tony
Miller also will start at wide receiver.
On the ground, Dukes' fullback Greg
Medley and halfbacks Rodney Stockett
and Tony Graddy hope to continue the
rushing success enjoyed by a Warren
Marshall-led backfield last season.

Linebackers
> (Continued from page 25)
[linebackers! have been given more
responsibility this season. The coaches
have really been trying to make us
technically sound."
Hughes said Fitzgerald easily should
rise to the challenge of starting on a
regular basis.
"Marly started against William and
Mary last year and had a great game,"
Hughes said. "He has lots of experience
and should fit in well."
Only a special type of person can
play linebacker well, according to
Hughes. "They are me meanest guys on
the field," he said. "When they step on
the field they have a license to be a bad
guy."

Kobosko added, "A hard hit by one of
us can really get everyone motivated.
When we make a good play, people
notice."
*
With a schedule considered one of the
toughest in Division I-AA, the Dukes
easily could look ahead to defending
national champion Georgia Southern
and other nationally ranked opponents
such as Massachusetts and William and
Mary, but Williams planned for the
immediate future first.
"The national championship is our
final goal and it is obtainable,"
Williams said. "But we must take each
game one at a time. This week we're
preparing for Rhode Island and'nobody
else."
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TRY NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

Ciro's Pizza

SPECIAL

OllrtiOrl
Resumes
Rubber Stcmps
Kwalify Printing
& Kopies on
Kenmore Street
Graphic Design
Graduation
Announcements

Buy a 16" pizza
2 toppings plus cheese

23S£, ONLY $6.29

•?

^

<
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The Original Italian Pizza

35 Kenmore Street
the treet behind

778 E. Market Street

Harrisonburg Va

JP?H

433-2828

Mon Fn &6 Sal 12

AT

TROUBLES

AWAY

DANCE

Nautilus
Free weights
Whirlpool
Aerobic Classes
Swimming Pool
Shower and Locker

Facilities
Heat Sauna

Call for FREE Trial Workout

433-3434

= NAUTILUS=
CENTER
<^

1832 S. Main Street, Harrisonburg, VA 22801

I

COLLEGE STUDENTS AND GUESTS ONLY
(I.D. Required)
Come Stag, Couples, Or Get Up A Group
FABULOUS LIGHT AND SOUND SHOW
SPECTACULAR FOG EFFECTS
1,000 FT. DANCE FLOOR
MEET GUYS AND GALS FROM ALL THE
AREA COLLEGES
OPEN 8:00 P.M. TO MIDNIGHT

NO ALCOHOL
ADMISSION: $3.00

OPENING NIGHT
FRIDAY, SEPT. 11
Directions: Take 1-81 To Exit 59, Turn West Or Take
Route 11 To Verona. Turn East At Signal. Look For
_____.,^____TJieLighted Sign

Any DayPack or BookPack with
Lifetime Warranty

OFF
The North Face
Lowe

CLUB

IN VERONA

- Includes:

5

KW1K KOPY
PRINTING

COLLEGE NIGHT
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

Per Month
(expires 9-30-87)

oo

Typesetting

DANCE
PARTY

Nautilus
Student Special
9 months
for
only $19.44

$

I

+T (

McDonalds oi

434-,5375

FITNESS

Office Supplies
& Oh much more

PRINTING

00
OFF

HUi

Diamond Brand

I
I
I
I

Jansport

*5

W

OUTDOOR WEAR AM)
188 S. Mason St. 434-7234

00

OFF

"WITH COUPON ONLY"

EXPIRES SEPT. 30th

00
OFFJ
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REPORT

ANNOUNCEMENTS—
SOFTBALL — The first clinic for
• officials is today at 5 p.m. in Godwin
205.
ROLLER SKATING — Free
skating nights will be held on Sept.
10 and Sept. 24, each from 7:30-10
p.m. at Skatetown USA..
ACTIVITIES —

'

AEROBIC EXERCISE — The
schedule for the fall semester runs
as follows:
EARLY BIRD AEROBICS
Monday-Friday ate*b:45 a.m. in
Godwin 201.
TEA TIME AEROBICS —
Monday-Friday at 4:00 p.m. on
Godwin's squash court. Class
limited to 20 participants.
FACULTY-STAFF AEROBICS —
Monday-Thursday at 5:15 p.m. on
Godwin's squash court.
EVENING
AEROBICS —
Monday-Friday at 6:15 p.m. at
Godwin 201. ■
SUNDAY AEROBICS — Sunday
at 7:30 p.m. in Godwin 201.
Note: All Tuesday and Thursday
sessions are low impact.

SWIMMING — The hours for
Savage Natatorium in Godwin Hall
run as follows:
STUDENT AND FACULTY/STAFF
RECREATIONAL SWIM:
Monday-Thursday: 7-9:30 p.m.
Friday: 7-8:30 p.m.
Saturday: 2-4 p.m.
Sunday: 2-5 p.m.
FACULTY/STAFF SWIM:
Monday, Wednesday and Friday:
12-1 p.m.
WEIGHT TRAINING — Hours for
Godwin Weight Room 218 run as
follows:
Monday and Wednesday: 3-10:45
p.m.
Tuesday and Thursday: 2-10:45
p.m.
Friday: 3-8:45 p.m.
Saturday: 12-4:45 p.m.
Sunday. 1-8:45 p.m.
FACULTY/STAFF HOUR —
Monday, Wednesday and Friday:
12-1 p.m.

Soccer team triumphs
on goal by freshman
The JMU soccer team defeated
Shenandoah College 1-0 in the season
opener for both schools.
Freshman Geoffrey Madueke scored
the game's only goal on a pass from
fellow freshman Ricky Engleficld with
only 45 seconds remaining in the first
half.
Junior goalie Chris North held the
Hornets scoreless to record the sixth
shutout of his JMU career.
JMU coach Tom Martin was
generally pleased with his team's effort.
"It wasn't the most artistic game,"
Martin said. "We were able to control
the first half and most of the second.
We couldn't put it (a second score) in

%
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FAREWELL
PERFORMANCE
Their Best Show Ever!
Live from the UVA Amphitheater
with 6,000 of their closest.friends

PHONE
t ANSWERING J
> MACHINES t

nsfnd $4.00 for postagf «nd handling...J*

2 HR. (specify
VIDEO:
$26.50
VHS OR BETA)

—by Dean Hybl

The Breeze
NEEDS
Sports Writers
Call X6127

ISSUE ROOM — Hours for the
general recreation and issue room
run as follows:
Monday-Thursday: 3-11 p.m.
Friday: 3-9 p.m.
Saturday: 12-5 p.m.
Sunday: 1-9 p.m.

^ SPIEDEL
>> GOODRICH
& LILLE

the goal and that kept it a game."
The game's one goal came as a result
of a crossover pass from Englefricd on
the left side of the field to Madueke on
the right side. Madueke received the
pass five yards from the goal and
scored.
The Dukes started five freshman and
one additional newcomer. Madueke,
from Houston Texas, did not start the
game, but saw a good deal of action .
"We had anywhere from 4 to 7 new
guys on the field at any one time," said
Martin. "It's always nice to start with a
win. We just have to keep working to
find the right combination."

>

CALL ACE
434-4216

3 HR. AUDIO Cassette $12.50
4 Song unreleased NASHVILLE Recording $6.00
TShirts for $10.00
Pen & Ink poster caricatures of SGG $6.00
Special College offer: Free with first 100 video orders:
either 1 SGG album, 1 SGL album or 1 medium T-shirt
Kyle Davi.: .inger/ aongwriter/ performer Uuaty and John. Iale.1

JL-pn^l l£.B«tt.T.nnhi.n,nth.fu>..~ Hn.e-.1U.: iS M

By Special Order Only
\ \
Checks payable to: SGL
sX^ \
/J>.0. Boi 3750, Charlottesville, Va. 22903
(Band Equipment and Van for Sale)
1-804-296-2451

a

ACE is introducing for the first time anywhere
on campus • PHONE ANSWERING MACHINES. D0NT
•
MISS THAT LONG DISTANCE CALL FROM HOME, OR THAT
"SPECIAL CALL" FROM A FRIEND, OR THAT MEGA BUCKS
- JOB OFFER!! PHONE ANSWERING MACHINES RENT FOR
$36 PER ACADEMIC YEAR. CALL TODAY 434-4216, AND
LET THE ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGIATE ENTREPRENEURS
SERVE YOU.
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JMU, TELL
YOUR PARENTS!

/r

'A',

STAY

Cft
WITHIN 12 MONTHS

& GET A
NIGHT

Here's how to do it:
■^TFill out the coupon and bring it to Econo Lodge.
■^TThen every time someone checks in to Econo
Lodge and names the person on the coupon...
*WE COUNT DOWN!

{Econo Lodge;
I

Spend a night, not a fortune.

I ■ i ■■ r ■■ i ■■ » ■■ i ■■ , ■■ i «■

*You know how it goes. 6-5-4-3-2-1-FREE JACUZZI!
ANYBODY who checks at the regular rate can name the person on the
coupon, so invite your parents, aunts, uncles, neighbors, and friends to
come stay in our comfortable clean rooms and enjoy a FREE Continental
Breakfast too! Then when your parents, relatives or friends have stayed
6 nights and named the person on the coupon each night, take all the credit
when the perso.i on the coupon enjoys a relaxing night in one of our
Jacuzzi rooms... FREE! Who knows, they may be so impressed they'll
•
rive you that sports car you've always wanted. But we can't promise that.
Jacuzzi given upon availability

l\

__ . „_
1 (. „„,
« i ■■ i ■■ I ■■

I■NAME

HB

__

—

BB

— .

■■ , ■■ ■■
_

B

.„*.._

■■ lllilllliiiii.il , •■ , ■

^^^__r_T_
(First and last name of person to receive free Jacuzzi night)

,

•ADDRESS

I

. „ . __

I PHONE (.

COUPON GOOD THRU 8/31/88
_)

-•

• I
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ending
hand
'HANK YOU Tammy Knott and Mary
Ann Sincoskie. These two people are
perhaps the most helpful people you're
Bver going to meet. In this hectic time for
tudents and records people alike, it takes a little
p from both sides to relieve the tension, but.
only help found yesterday was in Dean Lacy
)aniel's office.
It is difficult to use this space as a place for
jlling your own story, but I am the perfect
cample of how hectic this week is for the JMU
>mmunity.
My first mistake was losing the schedule I got
1st spring. Big mistake. So, a professor of mine
his department head tried to call it up. No
j, they said. You have 41 holds.
first thought was those damn campus police.
Jut that's impossible, right? Next stop the
jgistration center. These ladies have put in a full
f, but they couldn't for the life of them, stop
jtting a kick out of my predicatment. This lady's
ftmputer also read 41, that's right, 41 holds. She
Hpked at me like I had the plague, and headed
Hft somewhere else.
^Can you just give me my class schedule," I ask.
"I really just want to go to class." (I don't think I've
jever said that before.) "Nope," she laughs. "You
Better make you're first stop the records office."
ireat, 40 more to go.
I get to the records office, and I'm relieved. The
11 doesn't mean holds, it meant I had a hold at
Ihe health center. Thank God I knew the girl next
to me, or she probably would have thought I had
| AIDS or something. Again, "Can you just tell me
[where my classes are?" The lady looked at me like
I had the plague, too, and with a hold at the health
I center I was beginning to wonder.
NEXT STOP was Daniel's office and
the nice people I mentioned in the
beginning.They told me my health record
hadnl made it down from Maryland yet, because
my doctor hadn't done all the tests. Thank God,
no tuberculosis, no AIDS, life was great again.
Then something nice happened.
"I could just give you your classes if you want,"
Ms. Knott says. "But I think you've already missed
one."
didn't care. Here was a nice lady. I would've
married her on the spot, simply because she was
willing to compromise, simply because she was
interested in me, not all the red tape.
She realized that it was a tough week for
everybody, workers and students alike. So, if you
have a problem this week, don't give up.
Somewhere out there, past the chuckling
registration people and the rough and tumble
records office, there will be some people willing to
help. I just hope you find them faster than I did.
The above editorial was Written by editorial editor
Mark Charnocb.

\j<ki
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l*PP-AP — HOW
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TUITION DOLLAR/ INSTEAD
OF ONE LONG- UN£, WE

C& TWO/

Out of the blue, into the black:
A helpful guide for freshmen
Hey there, campers!
It is certainly a pleasure to welcome you, the
freshmen class, to one of the finest undergraduate
universities in America, to salute you as you embark
on the great scholastic adventure that only a college
of this calibre could offer, to extend every courtesy on
behalf of this tremendous institution of higher
learning, to receive (you with open arms into the
sheer magnitude of its- greatness, to say...
Let's cut the crap.
So, you're a freshman, right? Big deal. So are a lot
of other people, and) everything you've been told
about JMU so far,; however well intentioned,
probably isn't worth repeating. No, what you need is
a straight shot of hard-igained wisdom—the facts.
It hasn't been easy, the gleaning of this precious
information. Many have perished in the attempt;
please, do not allow their sacrifices to wither in vain.
Best of luck, and remember: once you're gone, you
can't come back.
(The following is intended solely for the Use of
freshmen. Neither The Breeze nor James Madison
University will accept responsibility for damages
incurred henceforth, wherewith, heretofor, thereof,
therein and throughout.)
Though you and your roommate's musical tastes
may slightly differ, do make an earnest attempt to
appreciate and enjoy these differences. Do not,
however, attempt to dub die Beastie Boys over the
Grateful Dead as a gesture of good will. Bad karma.
man.

Do make new friends, meet interesting people, and
talk to others from all walks of life (especially those
of the opposite sex). On the other hand, do not
become intimate with anyone suspected of possessing
the tiny couriers of Pediculosis, a fate worse than
death, which culminates in an embarassing visit to
the Health Center. You will be shot.
Do question the authority of the campus police
when your grandmother is frisked on the sidewalk for
jaywalking this Parent's Day. Do not defy the
campus cadet who politely asks you to empty your

WATCHING THE
WHEELS
Rob Morano
Milwaukee's Best on fraternity row late one.night.
jTiesc people know Judo.
Do enjoy some oMfe finest in campus cuisine
anywhere; a dazzlirt|jjPn»y of food and food -oriented
events that ranks among thebest of any university.
However, do not complain of endless lines,
silverware that has been used in mold experiments,
dishes that measure in excess of 400 degrees or the
occasional attack of deja vu: / ate this last week.
Do experience, firsthand, a bit of the cultural

See.GUJDE page 35 >
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....CLIP THIS AD KORAN EXTRA 10% DISCOUNT....

ne's Hair Design

JMU DUKES

Introduces an exciting
NEW
Designer

Looking for the best furniture buy in town?

VALLEY

v>

free tanning
visit with each
shampoo cut - blow dry

tanning visits
with each
highlighting

«**• HI
FURNITURE
New furniture and bedding at

* 30 ■ 60 $ off

Johnwayne O- Cjgwford

EVERY DAY!

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
EACH $35.00 perm with Johnwayne entitles you
to receive a hair care product "FREE!" from
Paul Mitchell, valued at $10°o

* Student desks
* Living room furniture
* Bookshelves
We honor:

HallssBB

Call:

for an appointment with Johnwayne
at Wayne's Hair Design
Harrisonburg, VA

Only 1 block from campus!
Anthony-Seeger

Call (703) 434-1617
624 Hawkins St.

* Bedroom furniture
* Dining room furniture
* and much, much more!

Main St:-

433
0909
FOR MORE INFORMATION

22801

JZZJ
"8
6

JMU
/
wmmamm COUPON NOT VALID ON SALE PRICES

Valley
Discount
Furniture

DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS

"Everyday features ■

"Roast'. kef
fried
fried'Msft

'

I»4.II"

-*3

TWO CUSTOM-MADE PIZZAS
FOR ONE SPECIAL PRICE.

r J
'"©:t>d

Two Pizzas J£T£'j;cisr
Spaghetti; Liver & Onions; Chicke v Livers
& Gravy; Pepper Steak; B.B.Q. Chicken;
Country Fried Steak; Chicken & D implings;
Broiled Fish; Stuffed Bell Pepper B.B.Q
Beef Tips; Pork Tenderloin; Lasa< na; and
Turkey & Dressing.

for
,
*n nM
Only S8.99!
A

Each additional
'«PP"<° »' 39 P"c«
do not includ* tai
Domino *
Double Feature*

~t

NO
COUPON
NECESSARY

U.
Two Pizzas
for
Only $11,991

Across from BEST PRODUCTS in
Clover Leaf Shopping Ce iter
Harrisonburg, VA
Hours: Monday through Saturday, 11a.m. to 8 p.rp
Sunday 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.

■ ■

Gel TWO U- Cheeee
pinaster only til.Ml
Each additional
lopping $1 99 Prices
do not include lair
Domino 1
Double Feature'

NO
^ COUPON
NECESSARY

11.
"■S-?-;;

Domino's Pizza
Double Feature"
Call us!
Hours:
433-2300
Open daily at 4PM t
31 Mrller Crete
433-3111

Dpp" until iAM Sun Thure
Open until 2AM Pn -Sal

22 Tern Or

Don ir Feature1
IOUS Cnee*<«? pizzas k» one
sneca' puce
Additional looping* Add /OU' i
lop-ptnqtcn botti jjiZZa&jQt o-"
once
trey don t *»n io b*» th« -aawnau .

12"

16"

S IM

111 99

A

t 1»

" Price* do not include tan

OUR EXCLUSIVE GUARANTEES
Producl
If you are not completely
satisfied with you' pizza
we win gladly replace >1
free of charge

it you' pizza does not arrive
with.n 30 minute* from the
time you order, Ine delivery
person will gladly deduct $3 00
fiom the price oTyour pizza *
For Double Feature guarantee is t3 00 off each order
Os* *~*n cut, mm in** s»0O L.*M4 —*■—v *M«. b«M LO»JI NM «*
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Trapped behind the language barrier
Have you ever gotten into a taxi and tried to tell a
If you've never been to Quebec before, I would
non-English-speaking cab driver in Mexico to take
strongly recommend it. I've never been to Paris, or
you back to your hotel. If you haven't, trust me it's
anywhere in Europe, but from what I've read and
not easy if you're like me and don't speak Spanish.
heard about it, I'd say Quebec is closest thing we
First you try to pronounce the name of the hotel
have to it on this continent.
the way Mexicans do. But you can't, so you start to
After my friend and I had been in the city for a
speak slower and louder like an idiot, and finally you
couple hours, wc had fallen in love with it and started
get out of the cab grumbling about the stupid cab
talking about moving there for a couple years after
driver who can't even speak English. You then look
for one who does.
That's what I did when I was in Mexico this
GUEST COLUMNIST
summer, until I started looking at the situation from
a different point of view and realized how American I
was being.
Then I started to think, "Why should that taxi
Mike Wilson
driver be able to speak English? He lives in Mexico. .
He doesn't need to. I'm just visiting his country.
Maybe I should learn to speak Spanish."
graduation. The only problem was that we couldn't
The time I spent in Mexico wasn't the first time I
speak the language. If you didn't know, they speak
French in Quebec.
had witnessed a language barrier. But it was the first
time I had been on the minority end of one. It was a
This time the language barrier really struck close to
pretty weird feeling to look around and see nothing
home. I lived only about 75 miles from the Canadian
but thousands of Mexicans speaking Spanish and
border, so after about one and a half hours of riding,
looking at me like an idiot because I couldn't speak
voila, there it was, language barrier.
their language.
To be honest it was pretty scary. By the time I left
Granted most of the peop\ did speak English, but
the country I vowed to myself that I would take an
you could tell it wasn't their first language, and they
intensified Spanish course this year so I could go
would have much preferred speaking French.
back and find out what people were saying. Not
surprisingly, though, my plans changed before I came
Anyway, while I was in Quebec I decided to blow
back.
off Spanish and take intensified French. But when I
About a week after I returned from Mexico, my
got back here.and started looking at my schedule and
freind and I took a motorcycle ride to Quebec, about
the classes I needed to graduate in May, I realized it
was too late.
three hours from where I was living this summer.

I

™K

jiffy lube

It just wasn't feasible to add 12 more credits to my
schedule, and now I'm kicking myself for not having
the motivation to take a language back in my
freshman or sophomore years while I still had the
time.
So, what I'm trying to say is take a foreign
language while your here at JMU. It may not be the
easiest class you take, but take it from someone who
has taken quite a few easy classes, they aren't the
good ones. As Richard William Turner says, "They
tell me it ain't easy, and if it was it wouldn't be
good."
So if you don't take the time to learn a foreign
language while you're here, and someday you find
yourself lost in a foreign country, don't get mad at
the people there. They know what they're saying.

Guide
>• (Continued from page 33)

offerings at JMU, such as art, theater, music, and
film. Do not confuse culture with Andy Warhol
posters, Bill Cosby, Rolling Stone magazine, Bon
Jovi, or Monty Python and the Holy Grail (their
television show was better).
Above all, do forget that you are a freshman, with
all its self-imposed stigmas, worries, etc., and just
have a good time.
Do not, however, become so deluded that you
attempt to sit among the upperclassmen on the Hill,
for you shall trip over the chain and land upon your
face.
Until then, relax, no one will know the difference.

Back to School
Special!

S. G. A.
No Appointment Necessary
Hours M-T-W-F 8a.m. • 6p.m.
Sat. 8a.m. - 5p.m.'
Thurs. 8a.m. • 8p.m.
PERSONAL CHECKS
VISA
MASTERCARD
(703)-433-8599
1870 East Market Street
> Harrlsonburg, VA 22801

BOOKSALE

Across From Valley Mall
$2.00 OH Jiffy Lube's
Save
Complete 14 Point
d*Q
Lube, Oil, Filler Service
y £m
with this coupon $19.95
Reg. $21.95
* 4-Wheel Drive Slightly higher
' Canned oil $3.00 additional
B-6 Valid thru Sat. Sept. 19,1987

Save
M*
3>£

Radiator
Flush & Fill
$25.95 with this coupon
Reg. $27.95

B-6 Valid thru Sat. Sept 19.1987

\
s
s Save
V

>

$5

>

N
S

Combination \
of any two
when purchased
on same visit
to this Jiffy Lube

B-6 Valid thru Sat. Sept. 19.1987

S Save

Automatic
Transmission Fluid
& Filter Change
$31.95 with this coupon
Reg. $33.95

s
s

$2

>

B-6 Valid thru Sat. Sept. 19. 1987

N
\

SEPT. 3
THURS.

&

SEPT. 4
FRI.

10 - 5
IN P.C. BALLROOM
s

Jtm

■

-
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50C OFF

KLINE'S

l

CUSTARD STYLE
ICE CREAM

FREE

EAST WOLFE STREET HARRISONBURG

ANY FLAVOR

KLINE'S
MILKSHAKE
(Any Size)

Buy One Pint
Get One FREE

CGSTARD STYLE
ICECREAM

With Coupon

(Buy One Cone Or Cup
Oet One Free)
Equal Or Lesser Value

One Coupon Pe< Ptirrhase

One Coupon Per Purchase

Expires

9/3Q/87

«tce

w

W*l*am FACTORr
2 Locations to serve you: Valley Mall ft Kenmore Street

Choose from 24 Delicious Flavors of Ice Cream
COUPONS NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL OFFERS

3 GALLON TUBS
(Any Available Flavor)
X ■»
piu* o>po»tt
wKh coupon
Ideal for Picnics, Parties, Special Events
Expires 9/30/87
Only

CONE or COOL COOKIE
Expires

9/30/87

o

COUPON

SHAKES
Vl Price

W--J
▼

|

Buy one shake at regular price and get |
second shaKe for one hall price.
One Coupon per purchase
Expires 9/30/87
COUPON

Expires

9/30/87

(any size)
One coupon per purchase
Expires 9/30/87

THE DOMINO'S PIZZA
TUITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
Earn money for school tuition
by working at Domino's Pizza!

$4

VAARNER CABLE
COMMUNICATIONS INC.

I

MCTO

With coupon-per purchase

S i a JJ f :

Rock meetl nryalty in an all-star
nif!ht of musk- and entertainment!

I
I
I
I
I

g& I
I
"I
30'on II 50° off
I
I
BANANA
SPLIT
SUNDAE
of
YOUR
CHOICE
I
I
I
I
I
J
.L

SIT»ERSElSOX.Si™i,RU.
World

I
I

9/30/87

fetf
FACTOOY
rAtionvfc'*'

Buy One Cone or Cool Cookie and get the
Second one FREE with coupon

HBO

COUPON

.»> i

COUPON

COUPON

I

rAetonv

Expires

9/30/87

,.l,

One coupon per purchase

ICE CREAM
CONE OR
CGP
With Coupon

One Coupon Pet Purchase
Expires

roov

I
FREE II
KLINE'S I

With Coupon

MADE FRESH DAILY

fe*

i

COiH'O"-

95

For Installation
And Only *1°°
or I he
First Month
of Service
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
11 East Gay Street
Harrisonburg

434-9979

1

To be eligible, an employee must meet all current requirements for
employment at Domino's Pizza:
Own car, insurance, driver's license
Good driving record
At least 18 years of age

2.

Student must work a minimum of ten (10) hours per week, every week.

3.

You will accrue points for each hour worked, which can be applied to
a fund for your next semester's tuition.

-Other benefits include: Flexible hours and days: potential to earn $7-10
per hour on the job: company-paid training; other lucrative incentive programs, such as Vehicle Maintenance

If interested, call or stop
by your local Domino's
Pizza store anytime after
3 p.m., any day of the week
31 Miller Circle: 433-2300
22 Terri Drive: 433-3111

=P>022A
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Violence continues in Persian Gulf war
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) — Iranian gunboats
attacked a cargo ship and an oil tanker yesterday and
Iraq said its jets hit two tankers in an escalation of the
3-year-old Persian Gulf "tanker war".
Three other tankers were hit by Iranian ships
Tuesday night, gulf shipping sources and Lloyd's of
London insurers said. A Cypriot tanker was struck by
Iraqui jets Tuesday night, Baghdad Radio reported.
In Paris today, Defense Minister Andre Giraud said
France has ordered three warships into the gulf area to

help search for mines. The minesweepers were ordered
into the region of Khor al-Fakkan, an anchorage used
by ships going to and from the gulf and the scene of
recent mine scares.
U.S. warships have been escorting Kuwaiti tankers,
reflagged with the Stars and Stripes^ since July 20.
In the latest Iranian attack, at least three Iranian
speedboats opened Fire on the 97,286-ton Greek tanker
Dafni off the northern Saudi Arabian coast near Farsi
Island, marine salvage executives said. Casualties and

damage were not known, they said.
It was the fifth such attack reported in the gulf in
less than 24 hours as Iran continued its apparent
reprisals for Iraq's weekend resumption of hostilities
after a six-week lull in the waterway.
The five strikes were the most by Iran in a 24-hour
period since the 7-year-old Iran-Iraq war spilled over
into the gulf in February 1984. Iran attacks ships from
other countries on the theory that they may be carrying
cargoes to Iraq or stales that allegedly support it.

WORLD

MOSCOW (AP) — The West
German teenager whose daring flight
into Red Square shook up the Soviet
defense establishment told a Soviet
court yesterday, "I am aware of my
guilt," but testified that he was on a
mission of peace.
Mathias Rust, a 19-year-old amateur
pilot, faces up to 10 years in prison on
charges of violating Soviet^airspace,
flight rules, and "malicious
hooliganism".
An attorney with the Soviet
Association of Lawyers in Moscow said
Rust's statement was tantamount to a

guilty plea under Soviet law. The
attorney spoke on condition of
anonymity.
As Rust gave his first public account
of the May 28 flight, he said he did not
acknowledge guilt on the charge of
"malicious hooliganism" because he
never intended to harm anyone.
Rust said repeatedly that he had acted
alone when he took off in a small plane
from Helsinki, Finland, and made the
low-level flight through some of the
world's most tightly guarded airspace to
the seat of Soviet power.
"My flight did not have aggressive

Flight recorder
recovered from
Thai crash site

intentions," he said.
Rust, who had not been seen in
public since his arrrest following the
surprise flight, looked pale but spoke in
a firm voice when questioned.
He began his protest with a flight
from Hamburg, West Germany, to
Iceland, the site of last fall's summit
meeting between Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev and President Reagan.
"I was very concerned that the
summit meeting did not have any
positive results," he testified.
He said he chose to fly to Moscow
because of the impact the publicity

BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) — Navy frogmen
retrieved the flight data recorder from the debris of a
sunken Thai airliner yesterday and most of the
bodies of the 83 crash victims were recovered.
The recorder from the Boeing 737 may yield clues
as to why the jet plunged into the Andaman Sea
Monday. The accident occurred eight miles from
Phuket Island's international airport.
Decha Nokkeow, a deputy director general of the
Department of Aviation, said the recorder was to be
flown back to Bangkok for analysis.
Authorities said up to 67 bodies have been
brought to shore in three days of recovery
operations. All 83 people aboard the Thai Airways
flight were believed killed.

would have on world public opinion.
He did not know what he would do
upon reaching the Soviet capital.
Rust said that after he landed his
plane between the Kremlin wall and St.
Basil's Cathedral, "I waited for what
would happen next. I only thought
about landing in Moscow. What would
happen after, I practically didn't think
about."
Rust's flight in a single-engine
Cessna 172B from Helsinki, Finland,
to Moscow, covered more than 400
miles of heavily guarded Soviet,
territory.

Embassies contacted by the Associated Press said
yesterday that foreign passengers included 23
Malaysians and a Briton and his Thai-born wife,
who may also be of British nationality.
The Malaysian Embassy said it was awaiting
confirmation of the nationalities of four others.
Earlier reports said two Americans were on board.
Phuket airport manager Prayoon Thavisang said a
government panel was studying the possibilities of
engine failure and human error as causes of the
crash.
Prayoon and Communications Minister Banharn
Silpa-archa both denied a Bangkok Post newspaper
report that an air traffic controller at Phuket Airport
had been fired.

Security increased following coup attempt
MANILA, Philippines (AP) —
or
ficials said they reinforced security
yesterday in the country's second largest
c
'ty after hearing of plans for a possible
military rebellion.
President Corazon Aquino summoned
l0
P military officials to the weekly
Cabinet meeting yesterday to discuss
Friday's mutiny. Chief of Staff Gen.
F
idel Ramos told reporters the Cabinet

agreed to sponsor urgent legislation to
improve soldiers' pay and, if necessary,
to divert resources from other projects
to improve military capabilities.
In Cebu City, south of Manila, Gov.
Osmundo Rama said he had received
intelligence reports that mutineers were
regrouping for another attack.
Brig. Gen. Dominico Casas,
commander of the 220lh Airlift Wing

in Cebu City, was relieved of his
command yesterday for allegedly
supporting the rebels.
The coup was led by Col. Gregorio
Honasan, who remained at large.
There was no fighting in Cebu City
during the attempted overthrow, but
some military officials supported it by
briefly placing top civilian authorities
under house arrest and ordering local

radio and television stations off the air.
During the coup attempt, mutiny
leaders claimed the government had
shortchanged the armed forces and was
ineffective in confronting Communist
and Moslem rebels.
Cadets at the Philippine Military
Academy, which trains future leaders of
the armed forces, issued a manifesto in
support of the mutineers.
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AD TRIVIA
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\

V

THE
PUMPKIN
HOUSE
INN,
LTD

Bed & Breakfast
In scenic countryside
8 ml. south of JMU!

«««*«««*««<*«*«***«

1847 Restored brick
home featuring Victorian
& country rooms, some with
private bath, fireplace. Furnished
with antiques. 7 guest rooms.
Continental breakfast.
Great for your parents when
they come to visit you!

LAST ISSUE'S ANSWER:
ABI'S (1/4 PAGE)
AND/OR
SQUIRE HILL (1/8 PAGE)

^

(703) 434-6963

On Route 11 between I - 81 Exits 60 & 61
\

• •*••••••• •••••••••••••••*•*-'
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CUOSBB>
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lX>OK AT

hV TRIVIA

■

AD TRIVIA
Q. Find the display ad in The Breeze
with an upside down e.

\

:

*

And win a sub and medium soft drink
of your choice from JM's

uorP's a Hinti

There's
two
of
theml

How To Win:
Just fill out the coupon below and bring
it to The Breeze office in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger TODAY between
9 a.m. and 2 p.m.
The first five people with the correct answer WIN

Name

-

Good Luck!

Students, Faculty, and Staff affiliated with The Breeze are not eligible to win.
Winners of Ad Trivia are not eligible to win again this semester.
Entrants must present valid I.D. to win.
*••••»•»••*•»»•»•»«•»,

-A**************!
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NATION

Misprinted stamps taken from CIA
WASHINGTON (AP) — Misprinted stamps
worth thousands of dollars apiece were discovered by
CIA employees who virtually cornered the market
by taking 95 of them from the agency's supplies,
according to a published report
The CIA is investigating the nine employees for
using their government positions for private profit.
The Washington Post reported in its Wednesday
edition.
Only 100 of the misprinted $1 stamps were
produced, according to the Bureau of Printing and
Engraving, when a''sheet of 100 stamps was.
inadvertently reversed. On the misprints, a

candlestick is upside down. Three hundred similar
stamps were produced without the mistake. v
The Post, quoting a stamp dealer, a writer for a
collectors' publication and a government report
obtained under the Freedom of Information Act, said
93 of the stamps were purchased from a McLean,
Va., post office for CIA use on March 27,1986.
The CIA employees who noticed the misprint sold
86 of them to a New Jersey dealer and evidently kept
the remaining nine, the newspaper said.
CIA spokeswoman Sharon Foster confirmed
Tuesday evening that the Bureau of Printing and
Engraving was investigating the case. She declined

to discuss details or possible involvement by CIA
employees, but said the agency "takes seriously any
allegations of misconduct.''
"If we determine that there has been any criminal
intent, then we refer that to the proper authorities,"
she said.
Bill Bergstrom, office manager of Jacques C.
Shiff, Jr., Inc., the dealer that obtained the stamps,
told the Post that one was recently resold for
$17,600.
Bergstrom said the misprints' value ultimately
could be as high as $115,000 each, or more than
$ 10 million, total for the group of 95.

STATE

Cameras debut in state Supreme Court
RICHMOND (AP) — Photographs
and television pictures made their debut
Wednesday in the state Supreme Court
as a two-year experiment allowing
cameras in courtrooms reached
Virginia's highest tribunal.
Under pool arrangements involving
wire services, radio and television
stations and a number of newspapers, a
still camera and a television camera sal
on the right edge of the courtroom as
the seven justices opened the court's fall
term.
Meantime, about 10 representatives
of broadcast operations in Richmond,
Roanoke and the Hampton Roads area
gathered in a nearby attorney's room to
view the proceedings on monitoring
equipment.

The first televised Virginia
Supreme Court case was McEwen
Lumber Co. v. Lipscomb Bros.
Lumber Co., a default judgement matter
on appeal from Hanover County Circuit
Court. However, before arguments
began, the qualifications of several
attorneys new to the state bar were
presented to the justices.
The presence of the cameras did not
appear to affect court members or
attorneys.
Wilbur Hazelgrove, a Roanoke-area
lawyer who presented arguments in one
of several cases that were heard
Wednesday, said he had mixed emotions
about seeing cameras in court.
He said he was concerned that some
attorneys might try to play to the

cameras and that the experiment's
purpose of enlightening the public
about what goes on in court might not
be achieved.
"I don't know jhat going into the
courtroom visually lends any greater
assurances that the press will do its job
or the public will demonstrably benefit
from the experiment," he said.
But Hazelgrove said, he was not
bothered by the cameras and the only
difference he noticed from previous
arguments before the court was that
more questions were asked by the
judges this time.
The General Assembly passed a bill
allowing cameras in the courtroom
earlier this year. In addition to the state
Supreme Court, cameras have been

allowed in circuit courts in Virginia
Beach and Bedford County and in
general district courts in Charlottesville
and Caroline County.
The Virginia Court of Appeals,
which also is specified by the
legislation for the experiment, is
expected to have its first case before
cameras later this month.
Chief Justice Harry Carrico of the
state Supreme Court is not expected to
comment on how he feels the
experiment is working until it has had
more time, said his secretary Cathy
Listander.
The 1989 legislature will decide
whether to continue the limited use of
cameras, expand the experiment or
abandon the idea.

Woman in Playboy was not UVa student
CHARLOTTESVILLE (AP) — A woman who
was photographed in the nude as a representative
student at the University of Virginia for a Playboy
magazine article does not qualify for the role, school
officials say.
Anita Bevans is pictured in the magazine's
October issue as part of an article titled. "Girls of
the Top 10 Party Schools".
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But UVa officials and Ms. Bevans say she was not
enrolled last spring when the pictorial was shot and
that she has never been in a degree program at the
university.
After the spread was shot, Ms. Bevans enrolled in
one summer school drama course and sent Playboy
proof of her registration.
UVa spokesman Chip German said, "By most

reasonable standards at the University of Virginia,
we wouldn't consider her a student.
"Everyone knew Playboy was seeking students to
photograph. For a person to subsequently make
arrangements to be regarded as a student seems to be
missing the point," German said. "At the bottom
line, this process turns out to be as spurious as the
party-school ranking."

WAY

Military pay
held back
for one day

WASHINGTON (AP) — For the last
century, American military personnel
have been paid on the last day of the
month. This month, all men and
women on active duty must wait an
extra day, saving, the Pentagon, on
paper, nearly S3 billion in fiscal 1987.

The official military pay date is about
to change from the last day of the
month to the first da'y of the month.
Instead of getting paid on Sept. 30,
members of the armed forces will be
paid on Oct. 1, which is the first day of
the government's fiscal year 1988.

By ordering the change for this
month, Congress was able to shift the
salary expenses from one fiscal year to
the next. The move provided a
relatively easy means of cutting the
budget without really cutting it
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"NOW HIRING"

7 FOUR STAR
PIZZA

• ••*
Fast FREE

•
I

-

433-3776

,
*
•

■

425 N. Main St. , Harrisonburg, VA
•

14 TASTY ITEMS TO CHOOSE FROM

I

FEPPERONI
SAUSAGE
HAM

GROUND CHUCK
BACON
PINEAPPLE

THICK CRUST
ONIONS
GREEN PEPPERS

HOT PEPPERS
ANCHOVIES
MUSHROOMS

12"
Cheese
1 Item
2 Items
3 Items
4 Items
5 Items

16"

PRICES INCLUDE SALES TAX

FOUR STAR PIZZA

DELUXE
COUPON

5 ITEMS FOR THE PRICE OF 4
PEPPERONI, SAUSAGE. MUSHROOMS, ONIONS, GREEN PEPPERS
SORRY NO SUBSTITUTIONS

■■■■^

COUPON

"MEAL
DEAL
m 41 INCLUDES ANY
■•■■TWO ITEM 12"
if If PIZZA AND TWO
16 OZ. CUPS OF
COKE OR SPRITE

I MM. I

■ REGULAR $8.00
W* raurv* tht right 10

|

Ono coupon pirpBa

knit our doSrttyaru

COUPON

■■■■

...a^

p..

We reserve the right to limit our delivery area
Sorry, we do not accept personal checks

ONE IT J

On* coupon pMptzu

LB*»-

COUP

IMMV*

»* ticM 10

■mil our rMhwy xu

IZZA AT THE REGULAR!
PRICE AND RECEIVE A 12*
PEPPERONI PIZZA FOR ONLYi

I
I
I

■ REGULAR $11.75
We

PON ...MJ
BUY A 16" TWO ITENfl

SUB AND ONE
OF COKE OR SPRITE

INCLUDES ANY
TWO ITEM 16"
PIZZA AND FOUR
16 OZ. CUPS OF
COKE OR SPRITE

!
■
I

I
I
I
I

DELIVERY * WITHIN 30 MIN.
•10 MIN. PICKUP
STORE HOURS:
SUN-THURS 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
FRI & SAT
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.

COUPON ..._^ „

MEAL
DEAL
l

HOT OR COLD

•Italian *Ham & Cheese
•Roast Beef & Cheese
•Meatball

$7.25
8.50
9.50
10.50
11.50
12.75

$5.25
6.25
7.00
7.75
8.50
9.25

BIG 12" SUBS

OLIVES
EXTRA CHEESE

On COUfWl p* |W2»

-i L—

W«rM«v*twrighlto
Rffi! OH <kk*9T1 KM

COUPON

.....

ONLY

*2

SAVE $4.25
On* coupon p« ptua

00
W*r*t*rv«th* right*

cowwyvN
kmourcMnryaraa

COUPON

I

